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La nueva generación de juguetes y juegos de madera de ANDREU 
TOYS, apuestan por una educación inclusiva y con la clara intención 
de favorecer y promover la diversidad. Fomentan la diversión durante el 
juego, el entretenimiento y el aprendizaje para niñ@s que tengan o no, 
algún tipo de diversidad funcional. Nuestros juguetes educativos, están 
fabricados con materias primas ecosostenibles y de alta calidad.

Des de 1973 creamos y comercializamos juguetes y juegos educativos 
de madera, simples, sólidos, seguros, y cuya materia prima proviene 
de árboles autóctonos, los cuales no contienen tratamiento químico y 
tienen una larga vida útil.  

ANDREU TOYS no solo ofrece juego y diversión, sino que estimulan 
sensorial y cognitivamente y por su durabilidad se transforman en 
juguetes para recordar, de esos que se atesoran para siempre.  

Todos los artículos cumplen con las estrictas normas de seguridad 
EN71 de la CEE.    

The new generation of Andreu-toys wooden toys and games are committed The new generation of Andreu-toys wooden toys and games are committed 
to an inclusive education with the clear intention on promoting the diversity. to an inclusive education with the clear intention on promoting the diversity. 
They encourage the fun on playing, the entertainment and the learning for They encourage the fun on playing, the entertainment and the learning for 
children who have or not, some kind of functional diversity. Our educational children who have or not, some kind of functional diversity. Our educational 
toys are manufactured with eco-sustainable and high quality raw materials.toys are manufactured with eco-sustainable and high quality raw materials.

Since 1973 we create and commercialize wooden toys & educational games, Since 1973 we create and commercialize wooden toys & educational games, 
simple, solid, safe, and whose raw material comes from native trees, which simple, solid, safe, and whose raw material comes from native trees, which 
do not contain chemical treatment and have a long useful l ife.do not contain chemical treatment and have a long useful l ife.

ANDREU TOYS not only offers play and fun, but they stimulate sensory and ANDREU TOYS not only offers play and fun, but they stimulate sensory and 
cognitively and because of their durability they become toys  that keep a cognitively and because of their durability they become toys  that keep a 
memory, of those that are treasured forever.memory, of those that are treasured forever.

All items comply with the strict safety standards EN71 of the All items comply with the strict safety standards EN71 of the 
CEE.CEE.

Wooden Educational ToysWooden Educational Toys

JUGUETES EDUCATIVOS DE MADERAJUGUETES EDUCATIVOS DE MADERA
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16126

Memo Sensory PuzzleMemo Sensory Puzzle
Pedagogical element to exercise the memory and 
sensory development. Use the board to place, 
according to the order you prefer, the 9 pieces with 
engraved sensory shapes. Then, off the board, flip 
or face down the other nine engraved pieces. The 
objective of the game is to match the different pieces 
with sensorial engravings on the board, using tactile 
stimulation. Playing without the board: place all the 
pieces face down, mix them up and by turns and without 
turning the pieces, touch them one by one until you find 
a match. Or take turns picking up the piece, visualize 
it and memorize its position, until you find a match. The 
classic memory game. From 2 to 99 years old.

16134

Memo TexutresMemo Texutres
Sensory memory game. Use the board to place, in the 
order you prefer, the 9 pieces with different sensory 
textures. Then, out of the board, flip or face down the 
other nine pieces with sensory textures that are twins. 
One of the game proposals is: match the different 
pieces on the board through the sensory stimulation, 
without visual reference. Download the instructions by 
scanning the QR code, to discover more game options.

16137

Textures Sensory CubesTextures Sensory Cubes
4 wooden cubes with textures and 12 tactile pieces. 
Match the cubes with the sensory templates using the 
tactile perception. It sharpens the sensory development 
and the classification of the pieces according to the 
touching. Individual game or for groups. There are 
different game combinations. Inclusive pedagogical 
element, ideal for children or people with some type 
of functional diversity and for the elderly people.

+2

+2

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions

m
18
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16112 

10 Sensory 10 Sensory 
Sound CubesSound Cubes
10 Sensory wooden cubes with sounds. Match 
the cubes in couples and learn how to discern 
between the 5 different sounds. It enhances 
the sense of hearing, develop the fine motor 
skills and the hand-eye coordination. Great 
educational game for children or people with 
some type of functional diversity and for the 
senior collective. Included cloth bag. Measures 
of the cubes: 5 x 5 x 5 cm. 

m
18

16106

Geo Sensory ShapesGeo Sensory Shapes
12-piece sensory puzzle, made of natural 
wood. Composed of 4 geometric shapes, 4 
different engravings and 3 sizes.  It sharpens 
the sensory development and the classification 
of the different pieces, according to their 
size, geometric shape and/or its relief. Great 
educational game for developing the tactile 
recognition. Also for children or people with 
some type of functional diversity and for the 
senior collective.

+3

16135

Puzzle TexturesPuzzle Textures
Sensory stimulation puzzle game with textures and 
with natural wood pieces in the back. Ideal teaching 
material to develop tactile recognition, spatial 
imagination, logical reasoning, motor skills and hand-
eye coordination, among others. Inclusive pedagogical 
element, ideal for children or people with some type of 
functional diversity and for the elderly people. Place the 
pieces with the textures face up, on one of the boards 
and reproduce the same arrangement of the pieces, on 
the other board, through sensory stimulation and without 
visual reference. Download the instructions by scanning 
the QR code, to discover more options and proposals for 
this game.

+4

Instructions
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16132

Translucent PuzzleTranslucent Puzzle
Translucent puzzle with sounds. 7 wooden 
pieces with colored transparencies. 3 of the 
geometric shapes include little balls with 
different sounds. Ideal for the light tables. Also 
can be used as a construction game. Flip 
the board over to get a different position of 
the pieces for a new matching game. Board 
measures 30x22,5cm. Half moon measures 
12x6cm.

+2

Instructions
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+2

Instructions

Instructions

16110 

3D Solar System3D Solar System
Circular solar system in 3d. Learn about the location 
for each planet in our solar system. Their differences in 
size, their names, their corresponding orbits and their 
main characteristics. Or also when a solar eclipse 
occurs and why...It includes an educational guide, a 
cloth bag to store the planets and some cards with 
real photographs of the planets, which will give us 
basic information such as: temperature, diameter, 
level of luminosity, size, if it is a planet, star or natural 
satellite. . Diameter of the sun: Ø 4.5 cm.

+3

16111A

Solar System PuzzleSolar System Puzzle
Solar system puzzle. Learn the position of the planets in our solar system according 
to the sun, their names, the different sizes and their main characteristics. Includes an 
educational guide. Includes an educational guide and some cards with real pictures 
of the planets with basic information such as the temperature, diameter, level of 
luminosity, the size, if it is a planet, a star or a natural satellite.

+3
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16114 

Domino SensoryDomino Sensory
Giant sensory domino made of natural 
wood. Play with this 28-piece domino 
with 7 different sensorial engravings. 
Great educational game for developing 
the tactile recognition. Also for children 
or people with some type of functional 
diversity and for the senior collective. 
Included cloth bag. Measurements of 
each piece: 12 x 6 x 1 cm.

16115 

Domino TexturesDomino Textures
Play the domino with textures. Great 
educat ional  sensory game for 
developing the tactile recognition. 
Also for children or people with some 
type of functional diversity and for the 
senior collective.Included cloth bag. 
Measurements of the piece: 8 x 4 x 1 cm.

+2

+2
12 cm

.

1 cm.
6 cm.
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16113 

Domino Puzzle AnimalsDomino Puzzle Animals
28 pieces domino puzzle. Match the 
halves of the animals, horizontally 
and vertically, to create a beautiful 
puzzle. Play the classic dotted 
domino game by turning over the 
wooden pieces. Included cloth bag. 
Measures of the piece: 8 x 4 x 0.7 cm.

+2

16121 

Domino TranslucentDomino Translucent
Translucent domino game. 28 pieces 
with 7 different colors, ideal for playing 
with the light tables. Use your imagination 
to build up different constructions with 
the wooden pieces and the colored 
transparencies. Create meandering 
circuits and play to domino´s efect 
theory. It includes some stickers to 
visualize the shapes backlightning.

+2
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16084

Eco Domino AnimalsEco Domino Animals
Beech wooden domino including 28 chips with 7 
illustrations of animals. Piece size: 3,5 x 7 x 0,7 cm.

+2

16241A

Insert - NumbersInsert - Numbers
Giant chips with numbers from 
0 to 9 and the cut following the 
shape of the number to be fitted 
with the matching chip. Measure 
of the piece: 12 x 6 x 0,9 cm.

m
18

16116 

Tactile CubesTactile Cubes
Sensory game to learn to match the 10 textures of the 
pieces with the board. Great educational game for 
developing the tactile recognition. Also for children or 
people with some type of functional diversity and for the 
senior collective.

+2
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16136

Sensory CylindersSensory Cylinders
Sensory game with 10 pieces, made of natural wood. 
Composed of 10 different engravings. Promote 
the sensory development and the classification of 
the different pieces, according to the relief. Great 
educational material to work on tactile recognition. 
Inclusive pedagogical element, ideal for children or 
people with some type of functional diversity and for the 
elderly.

+2

Instructions

16293A

Geo String ShapesGeo String Shapes
Fantastic manipulative game to develop 
visual perception, acknowledgement of 
shapes, colors and logical reasoning. It 
contains 12 double sided templates and 
25 geometric shapes + 1 base.

+3

16123

Sensory Geo String ShapesSensory Geo String Shapes
Pedagogical inclusive material, ideal for the 
development of the tactile perception, the 
shape recognition and the logical reasoning. 
It includes attributes of numbers, geometric 
shapes and sensorial engravings, which we 
will use as a guide for the exercises. The free 
disposition of the attributes allows endless 
possible combinations for the game. From 2 to 
99 years old.

+2

Ejemplo de juego. Forma y Cantidad.Ejemplo de juego. Forma y Cantidad.

Instructions

Instructions
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16166

Fraction BarsFraction Bars
Set for teaching the basic maths 
operations. Colours Cuisenaire.

+3

16218

Logic Blocks AttributesLogic Blocks Attributes
Set for working with the properties of logic 
blocks: colors, shapes, sizes, thickness and 
negation of all of them. It’s a sorting game.

+3

16164

Logic BlocksLogic Blocks
Set of 48 geometric pieces: 
rectangles, squares, circles and 
triangles of different sizes and 
thicknesses. It helps children for a 
first introduction on concepts logic-
maths.

+3

16122

Sensory Logic BlocksSensory Logic Blocks
Logic blocks sensory game. Inclusive and pedagogical 
element that replaces the colors of the blocks by sensorial 
engravings. A different way to use this classic game to work 
on its thickness, sizes, geometric shapes and now sensory 
stimulation. Each and every one of the exercises proposed 
by the conventional logic blocks can be done.

+2

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions Instructions
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16131

Fraction Bars BoardsFraction Bars Boards
Two wooden boards with engravings, to place 
and hold the fraction bars during the game and 
thus practice basic math concepts and multiple 
exercises. The boards have been designed 
so that the pieces do not move during the 
manipulation by children.

+3

16133

Weights & AttributesWeights & Attributes
Sorting game by weights, colors and geometric shapes. 
There are 3 groups of pieces, all with the same size. Each 
group is made up of a circle, a triangle and a square with 
the same weights, 40g, 80g and 160g per piece. There 
are 6 different colors randomly printed on the front and 
back of each piece. 12 tokens with colors, weights and 
geometric shape attributes, and their corresponding 
“negation cross” on the back. This game allows 
many sorting combinations by classifying the pieces 
according to: the weight, the color or the geometric 
shape, depending on the proposed attributes.

+4

Instructions

Instructions
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16129

First Coding Bot GameFirst Coding Bot Game
First steps to learn about programming in a funny way, 
but without chips or screens! Among other pedagogical 
aspects, we will learn the language of directions, 
sequences, problem solving... It includes different types 
of material, such as drawings with a sequence to reach 
a goal, walls to make the path difficult etc... We will 
play together with our friend Bot, a small robot made of 
wood, which will accompany us all the way!

16128

Continents Map PuzzleContinents Map Puzzle
Wooden world map to study and learn about 
the 7 continents and the oceans of the world. 
It includes a tablet with the cardinal points 
and three elements to play with, a plane, 
a submarine and a whale. On the back of 
the pieces, you will learn the names of the 
continents and oceans in English. Decorate 
any wall or room in the house, assembling this 
world map with its continents and oceans, 
and sticking the pieces to the wall, with 
some specific adhesive material. The game 
includes 7 cardboard cards with real pictures 
of the continents.

16214A

Funny ShadowsFunny Shadows
4 reversible templates, 8 different games. 
Place the halves of the drawings in the 
corresponding shadows, either vertically 
or horizontally, to the right or to the left 
depending on the exercise. Develops the 
visual perception, hand-eye coordination, 
among other pedagogical aspects.

+4

+4

m
18

Instructions
Instructions

Instructions
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Instructions

16125

Big & Small AttributesBig & Small Attributes
Game for developing the images association, the logical reasoning 
and the observation. Lear about sizes and color distinction. Includes 
weight, color range, and size attributes. Match the elements on the 
boards, you can play individually or in a classroom group. The attributes 
allows endless play. Separate and order the objects according to the 
proposed attributes. For example, match on the boards, only the red 
colored elements. Then classify them by size from largest to smallest and 
then select the object with the bigger weight.

+2

16288 

Facial ExpressionsFacial Expressions
Amazing game of picture association, observation, 
identification, language, mime, communication and 
oral expression. It contains 4 templates and 24 wooden 
tokens.

+2

16214 

Funny ShadowsFunny Shadows
Learn percept ion and 
expressive language. Place 
the halves of the cards in a 
vertical or horizontal, on the 
right or on the left, according 
to the shade shape.

m
18
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16362

Math AbacusMath Abacus
I t  h e l p s  t o  l e a r n 
mathematics like addition 
and subtraction. Enhances 
the mental abilities of 
the children and make 
arithmetic interesting for 
them.

+3

16233

Threading Shapes Threading Shapes 
Handling material. It is the ideal complement of 
item16182 Threading Forms. It contains 130 pcs., 
10 cords. and 10 templates.

+3

16182A

Threading FormsThreading Forms
Fantastic manipulative game which develops 
visual perception, acknowledgement of shapes, 
colors and logical reasoning.

+3

Instructions

Instructions
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16429

Rainbow StackersRainbow Stackers
Ideal stacking and sorting game 
for fine motor skills development, 
dexterity, hand-eye coordination and 
manipulation. Good for inducing to 
logic, concordance and understanding 
cause-effect.

16710

Stacking BeadsStacking Beads
8 colors and 32 pieces to fit and 
match on the board according 
to the color. Pieces designed for 
better grip. 

+1

16109

Triangle Stacker Triangle Stacker 
Matching game according 
to shape and base color. 
Ideal for fine motor skills 
development, dexterity, 
hand-eye coordination 
a n d  m a n i p u l a t i o n . 
Good for inducing to 
logic, concordance and 
understanding cause-
effect.

+1

+1
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16707

Fraction Learning PuzzleFraction Learning Puzzle
Each circle can be associated 
according its color and the number of 
fractions. The board includes from 1 to 
6 fractions.

+1

16425

4 Geo Shapes4 Geo Shapes
Multipurpose educational toy allowing you the opportunity to 
introduce and teach multiple concepts like shapes, size and colors, 
through fun activities like stacking, sorting and counting. Children will 
have fun stacking the pieces in the appropriate place on the sturdy 
wooden base. The wooden shapes can also be used as building 
and stacking blocks. Apart from teaching shapes, colors, height and 
counting, this toy also develops hand-eye coordination and motor 
skills.

16426

3 Geo Shapes3 Geo Shapes
Board thickness: 1.3 cm. 
Measurements: 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm. 
Pieces: 13.

+1

+1
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Sliding GamesSliding Games
Sliding game, to train the 
movement of the hands 
and the development of 
motor skills.

16717

Line ShapeLine Shape
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 4 cm.

16716

Color MatchingColor Matching
Measurements:  30 x 30 x 
4,5 cm.

16712

ShapeShape
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 3,8 cm.

16714

GeometricGeometric
Measurements:  30 x 30 x 4 cm.

+1 +1

+1 +1



16160A 

Puzzle Temporal Puzzle Temporal 
SequencesSequences
It contains 10 puzzles with sequencial 
drawings.Measurements: 24 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm. 
Pieces: 30.

+3

18

16107

ForestForest
Measurements: 30 x 30 x 4,2 cm.

+1

16139

Textures Matching Sliding GameTextures Matching Sliding Game
Sensory sliding game. Match the pieces according to the texture or the 
color. Develops logical reasoning, motor skills, hand-eye coordination, 
discrimination through touch, among others. Place the touching tiles 
in the 9 desired locations. The player must match the pivots and the 
tiles with textures, using the touch and without visualizing the game, 
sliding the pivots around the board, until they are located in their 
corresponding place. Turn over the sensory tiles on the board and play 
to match the pieces by color.

+3

Instructions
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16263 

3 in a Row 3 in a Row 
The classic 3 in a row game 
but with thick wooden  
pieces. Very successful!
Measurements: 20,5 x 20,5 x 
3 cm.

+3

+3

16305 

Fishing Game Fishing Game 
Be the first to fish the fishes with the same color 
of your rod and count the points you’ve scored. 
From 1 to 4 players. It’s real fun!                                                 
Measurementss: 28 x 28 x 12 cm. 
Pieces: 25.

16071 

Spinning Tops Animals 6 mod.Spinning Tops Animals 6 mod.     
Transparent pot including 36 funny colorful tops with funny 
animals. Measurementss: Ø5,3 x 7,5 cm. Pieces: 36. 

+3

Instructions
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16301 

TangramTangram  
7 wooden tangram pieces. Enclosed there are 27 double side 
cards with the solution in the back. 54 figures can be created with 
this popular game. Measurements: 26,5 x 20 x 2 cm.

+3

16338 

Magnetic Magnetic 
Shapes BoxShapes Box  
B o x  o f  c o l o r e d 
magnetic shapes to 
create figures. objects, 
etc., 24 cards + 42 pcs.                  
Measurements: 28,6 x 
28,6 x 3,8 cm.

+3

16124

Matching Colours & ShapesMatching Colours & Shapes
Early learning educational game to match and / or associate 
by color or geometric shape, depending on the template. 
Ideal for the development of the visual perception, hand-eye 
coordination and manipulation. Good for inducing to logic, 
cause-effect understanding, and reasoning. 18 double-sided 
cards.
Measurements:  26 x 4 x 18,5 cm. 

+2

Instructions Instructions

Instructions
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16215 

Colors Tower Colors Tower 
Build the tower mixing 
the colored pieces, roll 
the dice, try to get a 
piece of the same color 
and place it on top of 
the tower, but be careful 
not to drop the tower or 
you will lose the game!. 2  
players.           
Measurements: 8 x 8 x 27 
cm. 
Pieces 48.

+3

16201A

Tower of HanoiTower of Hanoi
Game invented in 1883 by the French mathematician Édouard Lucas. The target 
of the game is to move & stack the entire group of disks to another of the poles , 
following some few & simple rules. Measurements: 28 x 9,5 x 10 cm. Pieces: 9.

+3

16117

Stacking TowerStacking Tower
Build a fun colored tower. You can 
build the tower completely straight 
or curved, but will not fall over! 
depending on how you place the 
different colored pieces.
Measurements: 8 x 5 x 20 cm. 
Pieces: 9.

+2

Instructions

Instructions
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16351

50 Wooden Blocks50 Wooden Blocks
50 colorful solid wooden pieces 
for free construction. Presented 
in cardboard bucket.
Packaging: Ø14,5 x 21 cm.
Pieces: 50.

16370

100 Wooden Blocks100 Wooden Blocks
Help develop your child’s creativity with 
100 Wooden Blocks. Each piece is chunky 
to make it easier for children to pick up 
and build their own construction.
Packaging: Ø18,4 x 25 cm. Pieces: 100.

+2

+2

16050

Bolts & Nuts Bolts & Nuts 
Learn how to screw on, built 
with this magnificent set of 56 
geometric pieces.
Packaging: Ø 14,5 x 18 cm.
Pieces: 56.

+3

Instructions

Instructions
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16100

50 Natural Blocks50 Natural Blocks
50 pieces of natural wooden construction 
set. Includes guide with 18 models to build.
Packaging: Ø18 x 18 cm. Pieces: 50.

+2

16101 

100 Natural Blocks100 Natural Blocks
100 pieces Natural wood construction set. 
Includes guide with 18 models to build.  
Packaging: Ø 22,5 x 22 cm. Pieces: 100.

+2

16445A

Puzzle - ButterflyPuzzle - Butterfly
Colored puzzle Butterfly with different 14 pieces to 
insert . Base of 1 cm thickness. Base de 1 cm de grosor. 
Measurements: 21,5 x 19,5 x 2,5 cm. Pieces: 14.

+2

16468

Chunky Numeric PuzzleChunky Numeric Puzzle
Wonderful chunky flat puzzle with 21 pieces to fit. The number of pieces is printed on 
the bottom to match the required shape . Pieces increase in height in accordance 
with the increasing numbers . Base de 1,5 cm de grosor. Measurements: Ø22,7 x 5 
cm. Pieces: 21.

+2

InstructionsInstructions
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16405

My CalendarMy Calendar
Calendar to learn and record the seasons, months, days of the 
week, time and daily weather. English Version. It includes supports.
Measurements: 45 x 30 x 2 cm.

+3

16049A

Children’s ClockChildren’s Clock
Learn about time, numbers, colors and geometrical shapes with this incredible clock-
puzzle of 4 cm thick and 22 cm of diameter.
Measurements: Ø22 x 4 cm.

+2

m
18

16477

Puzzle Big Pegs - PondPuzzle Big Pegs - Pond
Funny puzzle with 4 anilmals and a pond.  Easy-grip giant 
pegs, for the little kids!
Measurements: 22,5 x 22,5 x 0,8 cm.

16481

Chunky Puzzle - CircusChunky Puzzle - Circus
Beautiful chunky puzzle Circus designed by Emilie Lapeyre, with 
drawings in the base to associate. Very thick pieces that can also be 
used as drawing templates and play.
Measurements: 30 x 22,5 x 2 cm.

+1
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Puzzles Puzzles 
Lace. 1cm thick and wooden pivots. 
Measurements: 30 x 22.5 x 1 cm.

16102 Farm - 7 piezas.Farm - 7 piezas.

16103 Forest - 8 piezas.Forest - 8 piezas. 16105 Vehicles - 7 piezas.Vehicles - 7 piezas.

m
18

16420A

Puzzle - Lacing ShoesPuzzle - Lacing Shoes
Useful as a puzzle and as a lacing practice learning. 
Develops fine motor skills.  
Measurements: 30 x 22 ,5 x 1,3 cm.

+3
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Puzzle Puzzle 

Laces made of high quality wood. 
Drawings of various motifs and 
colors to attract the attention of 
the little ones.Wooden pivots. 
Measurements: 30 x 22.5 x 1 cm.

m
18

16453 Jungle Animals - 8 piezas.Jungle Animals - 8 piezas.

16452 Garden - 8 piezas.Garden - 8 piezas.

16451 Train - 10 piezas.Train - 10 piezas.

16456 Transport - 7 piezas.Transport - 7 piezas.
16457 Farm - 8 piezas.Farm - 8 piezas.
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16119

4 Puzzles - Blackboard 4 Puzzles - Blackboard 
DioramaDiorama
4 wooden puzzles with blackboard. 
Create your own puzzles by painting 
with the included colored chalks. Take 
the puzzle apart and build it again. Start 
with an easy age-appropriate drawings. 
Individual or group playing. Measure 
each puzzle: 18 x 12 x 0,5 cm. Measures 
diorama: 72 x 12 cm. Pieces: 48.

16243A

Puzzle TurtlePuzzle Turtle
Funny turtle with an alphabet   puzzle learning 
how to match lowercase & uppercase letters 
and numbers with the number of points. 
Measurements: 30 x 22,5 x 1 cm. Pieces: 37.

+3

16353A

Puzzle Egg - HenPuzzle Egg - Hen
Learn the evolution from the egg to the hen 
with these 4 puzzles of superposition with 2, 
4, 6 and 9 pieces. 1.5 cm board thickness! 
Measurements: 18 x 18 x 1,5 cm. Pieces: 22.

+2

+3
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16460A

16461A

TransportTransport

FarmFarm

4 Puzzles Diorama4 Puzzles Diorama
Assemble the 4 puzzles of 12 
pieces each. Fit according to the 
background drawing and make a 
nice diorama. Unit puzzle measures: 
18 x 12 x 0.5 cm. Diorama measures: 
72 x 12 cm.

+2
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16487 VehiclesVehicles

16486 JungleJungle

LacingLacing
Matching game with motifs. We 
can also play grouping by objects, 
animals or people. Very thick pieces. 
Includes wooden dowel and cord. 
Pieces from 5.5 to 7 cm. Pieces: 12.

+3

16002

Big Big 
Box BeadsBox Beads
Create and assemble your jewelery 
with this fantastic set of wooden 
beads. 
Packaging: 13.8 x 13.8 x 7.6 cm. 
Pieces: 400.

+3
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16346

Gyroforms TriangleGyroforms Triangle
4 interchangeable gears, including 
geometric shapes of various colors to 
fit together. Measurements: 15.5 x 14.5 
x 5.5 cm. Pieces: 14.

m
18

16244A

Bench Pica ColoresBench Pica Colores
A classic colored bench with 8 bars 
to hit with a hammer. Reversible! 
Measurements: 28.6 x 8 x 12.2 cm.

16322

Bench Strike & StrikeBench Strike & Strike
Have fun hi t t ing al l  the 
colored bars that appear! 
Measurements: 26 x 12.5 x 12.8 cm. 
Pieces: 10.

+1

+1
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16321A

Hit & Jump - SafariHit & Jump - Safari
Hit hard and make the animals 
jump! 
Measurements: 18.3 x 10.5 x 
15 cm.

+1

16349A

Hit & Jump - AnimalsHit & Jump - Animals
Fun bench, hit and jump animals! 
Measurements: 18.3 x 10.5 x 15 
cm.

+1

16342A

Bus Pop UpBus Pop Up
P lace the character  in 
the corresponding place, 
according to the color . 
Press it and release it and 
you will see how it jumps! 
Measurements: 17.5 x 7.5 x 14 cm.

+1
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16238

Xylophone ColoresXylophone Colores
Great wooden xylophone to learn 
to play the first musical notes. 
Measurements: 31 x 23 x 4 cm.

m
18

16333

Display Mini Wire Display Mini Wire 
Labyrinths - 6 mod.Labyrinths - 6 mod.
Mini colored mazes display. collect 
them! Labyrinth measures: Ø9 x 12.5 
cm. Packaging: 33.5 x 22 x 14 cm. 
Pieces: 6 .

+1

16467

Hit & Xylophone TigerHit & Xylophone Tiger
Tigre multifunction music bench. 
Picabolas and xylophone. 
Measurements: 24.3 x 14 x 15.5 cm.

m
18
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16256A

Wire Forms MazeWire Forms Maze
Manipulative game specially 
designed to develop fine 
motor skills, the perception 
of shapes, numbers and 
colors. Includes suction cups. 
Measurements: 23 x 19 x 13 cm.

m
18

16422

Garden Bead MazeGarden Bead Maze
Build an imaginative story with this wooden garden. 
Play in your garden with the flowers and trees. Play with the funny frog 
and the ladybug. 
Measurements: 20 x 13 x 19 cm.

+1
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16356

Pull Along Hen Pull Along Hen 
+ 2 Chicks+ 2 Chicks
Nice hen drag and 2 
chicks with 70 cm cord. 
2  cm th ick p ieces! 
Measurements: 36 x 5.5 x 
13.5 cm.

m
18

16361

Pull Along GiraffePull Along Giraffe
Drag of bright colors, very 
stable and with a set of 
8  rotat ing cogwheels 
to play with the giraffe. 
Measurements: 19 x 7.5 x 19 
cm.

m
18

16364

Kid’s CellphoneKid’s Cellphone
M o d e r n  d e s i g n . 
Movable keyboard. Press 
the green key and you will 
hear the ringing sound! 
Measurements: 14.5 x 5.7 x 
2.3 cm.

+1
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16314

Kitchen FunnyKitchen Funny
6 kitchen utensils. Clock with movable saetas. 
Opening of the doors. All knobs turn and click. 
Storage space under the sink. Solid wood 
construction. Detailed assembly instructions. 
Height from floor to countertop: 47.5 cm. 
Measurements: 53.5 x 29.5 x 83 cm.

+3

16415

Grey Kitchen Grey Kitchen 
8 kitchen utensils included. 
Click sound on all buttons. 
L a r g e  s t o r a g e  s p a c e 
under the sink, which is also 
removable for easy cleaning. 
Height from the floor to the 
countertop of 46 cm. Total 
measurements: 59.5 x 29.5 
x 75.5 cm. Big enough for a 
couple of kids to play at a time. 
Measurements: 59.5 x 29.5 x 
75.5 cm.

+3

Instructions
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16310

Modular Cooker PinkModular Cooker Pink
Kitchen very suitable for intensive child use. 
Measurements: 39 x 33 x 60 cm.

16311

Modular Sink GreenModular Sink Green
A sink with a compact design of great quality 
and resistance. It has a closet to store your things. 
Measurements: 39 x 33 x 60 cm.

16306

My CookerMy Cooker
A solidly built kitchen with 
4 burners, 4 controls and 
an oven with a transparent 
door .  Very su i table for 
intensive use by children. 
Measurements: 40 x 36 x 54 cm.

16307

My SinkMy Sink
It has a closet to store 
your things. Very solid and 
suitable for intensive child 
use. Measurements: 40 x 36 
x 54 cm.

16015

RefrigeratorRefrigerator
Solidly built refrigerator with 
modern design. With two 
compartments, fridge and 
freezer. Measurements: 40 x 
36 x 92 cm.

16312

Modular Refrigerator LilacModular Refrigerator Lilac
Large refr igerator with two compartments, 
fridge and freezer. Measurements: 39 x 33 x 80 cm.+3

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions Instructions Instructions
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16355

Kitchen EuropeKitchen Europe
This kitchen, with an attractive design, will offer many hours of fun for future Chefs. Includes 
two kitchen utensils, clock with movable arrows, fabric curtains. Height from floor to 
countertop: 44 cm. Measurements: 60 x 30 x 80 cm.

+3

16298

Flower BedFlower Bed
White wooden bed with 
floral decorations. Reversible 
m a t t r e s s  a n d  p i l l o w . 
Measurements: 57 x 31 x 31 cm.

+3

16480

My BreakfastMy Breakfast
Cookies, milk, toast with fried egg, banana,... 
Play to prepare a fantastic breakfast with this 
tray and all its accessories. Measurements: 35 x 
25 x 5.5 cm. Pieces: 14.

m
18

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions
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16290A

Meals FruitsMeals Fruits
Have fun cutting and putting the pieces 
of these fruits back together, as many 
times as you want. symbolic game. 
Packaging: 21 x 14 x 6 cm. Pieces: 10.

16219A

Small MealsSmall Meals
Contains fruits, vegetables, eggs, bread, etc., 
plus a wooden board and 2 knives to learn how 
to cut. Packaging: 21.5 x 14 x 6 cm. Pieces: 10.

m
18

m
18

16403

Little Tray MealLittle Tray Meal
Have fun cutting with a knife and 
putting the pieces of the fish, 
lemon, carrot and mushroom back 
together. Measurements: 21.4 x 15 x 
3 cm. Pieces: 10.

m
18

16402

Little Tray FruitsLittle Tray Fruits
Have fun cutting with a knife and 
putting the pieces of fruit back together: 
banana, watermelon, pear and 
strawberry. Measurements: 21.4 x 15 x 3 
cm. Pieces: 10.

m
18



16010

Finger PuppetsFinger Puppets
12 hilarious finger puppets. 
Measurements: 13 cm. 
Pieces: 12.

+3

16011 

Finger Finger 
Puppets Puppets 
Display Display 
Measurements: 
15 x 15 x 38 cm.

16041A

Finger PuppetsFinger Puppets
12 hilarious finger puppets. 
Measurements: 13 cm. 
Pieces: 12.

16130

Magnetic PlanetsMagnetic Planets
Planets, stars, comets, wooden 
r o c k e t s ,  t h e  o c c a s i o n a l 
intergalactic UFO... all magnetic! 
Paste them on any metal surface or 
decorate your room setting up your 
own universe.

+3

m
18



16020

20 Magnetic Vehicles - 8 cm20 Magnetic Vehicles - 8 cm..
Set of public service vehicles, formula 
1, bicycles, cranes, trucks, tractors, etc. 
to place on any magnetic surface. 
Measure approx. of the piece: 8 cm. 
Pieces: 20.

m
18

16019

20 Magnetic Animals - 8 cm.20 Magnetic Animals - 8 cm.
Set of domestic, wild, marine, farm animals... to place on any magnetic surface. 
Measure approx. of the piece: 8 cm. Pieces: 20.

m
18

16058

Magnetic Decor Letters & NumbersMagnetic Decor Letters & Numbers
Box containing magnetic letters and numbers. Includes 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Ideal for 
magnetic boards. Packaging: 20.6 x 19 x 4.5 cm. Pieces: 
75.

+3

16202

Magnetic Letters & NumbersMagnetic Letters & Numbers
Box of magnetic letters and numbers. 
Develop the language. Includes signs for 
add, subtract, multiply, and divide. 
Packaging: 20.6 x 19 x 4.5 cm. 
Pieces: 75.

+3
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16203

Magnetic EaselMagnetic Easel
With this wonderful board, the little 
ones will enjoy drawing on both sides, 
while they can place the magnetic 
letters and numbers (not included). 
Includes eraser, chalk and marker. 
Measurements: 42 x 30 x 1.5 cm.

+3

16005

Magnetic TheaterMagnetic Theater
Fun magnetic theater with 15 
characters and 4 different stories to 
play: Little Red Riding Hood, The Three 
Little Pigs, Cinderella and Pinocchio. 
Measurements: 32 x 15 x 20.5 cm. 
Pieces: 27.

+3
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16030

Magnetic FacesMagnetic Faces
Play and have fun playing with different 
faces. Paste the eyes, nose, eyebrows, 
mouth, hair and accessories to make 
very funny characters. You can follow the 
patterns on the 12 cards included in the 
game or create your own funny face designs. 
Packaging:  26  x  20  x  4 .5  cm. 
Pieces: 93.

+3

16028

Magnetic HouseMagnetic House
Play and have fun with these 
objects and characters 
from the house, placing the 
pieces on the 2 decorative 
scenes. Put the two scenes 
together to create a 
beautiful diorama of a house. 
Packaging: 26 x 20 x 4.5 cm. 
Pieces: 37.

+3



Manualidades. Encuentra en este catálogo global de ideas, muchos 
tipos de manualidades diferentes para estimular la creatividad, el arte 
y la experimentación. Desarrolla destrezas como el pintar, dibujar, 
recortar, coser, enhebrar y pegar... Adéntrate también en el mundo de 
los juegos STEAM.

Crafts.Crafts. Find in this global catalog of ideas, many different types of crafts to  Find in this global catalog of ideas, many different types of crafts to 
stimulate creativity, art and experimentation. Develop multiple abilities such stimulate creativity, art and experimentation. Develop multiple abilities such 
as painting, drawing, cutting, sewing, threading and gluing...Also get into the as painting, drawing, cutting, sewing, threading and gluing...Also get into the 
world of world of STEAMSTEAM games. games.

Science, technology, engineering, arts & mathematicsScience, technology, engineering, arts & mathematics

Ciencia, tecnología, ingeniería, arte y matemáticas   STEAM

PaintingPainting  

Make braceletsMake bracelets  

Sewing, patchwork, ...Sewing, patchwork, ...  

Trim down, to paste, folding, ...Trim down, to paste, folding, ...  

Pintar   

Hacer pulseras   

Coser, patchwork, ...   

Recortar, pegar, doblar, ...

MANUALIDADESMANUALIDADES
  HandcraftsHandcrafts

By

12000

Andreu Toys DisplayAndreu Toys Display
Expositor de cartón micro-ondulado. 
Consultar condiciones. 
Medidas: 55 x 38 x 180 cm. 
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1290388

Solar System PlanetariumSolar System Planetarium
Build your own planetarium. Scale model 
of the solar system. Paint and decorate 
the nine planets. Once finished you can 
simulate the movement of the planets 
in the solar system. By making the kit 
by themselves, children will develop 
an interest in science and technology. 
Content: plastic base, model of nine 
planets, metal rods, axis of rotation, 
abrasive paper, paints and brush. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

N645391

12 in 1 Magnetic Science 12 in 1 Magnetic Science 
Let’s play magnetic induction. Do your 
own experiments and learn about 
magnet ic  induct ion,  ant i -grav i ty , 
balance, the magnetic compass, the 
magnetized ship and many more. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

N645392

Make Your Own Weather StationMake Your Own Weather Station
A fun way to learn about the weather. Create your 
own mini botanical garden with a weather station 
included and learn about the measurement and 
direction of the wind, the temperature of the air and 
the water, the recirculation of rainwater and observe 
the growth of the plants accordingly. Packaging: 
22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6

+8+8

Instructions Instructions Instructions
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1290393

Newton’s CradleNewton’s Cradle
Use the screws and metal connectors to fix 
the frame of the newton pendulum. Hang 
the marbles on the plastic rods in order and 
with equal height. When the first marble hits 
the second, the energy from the first marble is 
immediately transmitted to the second and so 
on until the last marble receives the energy and 
then shoots out. Contents: plastic plate, plastic 
rods, marbles, metal rods, screws, wire, metal 
plates and polyester thread. Packaging: 22.7 x 
19 x 4.2 cm.

1290398

Solar Powered RobotSolar Powered Robot
Build a wooden robot and paint it with colors. 
Through the sun’s rays, the semiconductor 
chip converts the sun’s thermal energy 
into electrical current, which rotates the 
axis and makes the robot move. Replaces 
storage batteries with solar energy. Content: 
plywood pieces, solar panel, glue, gears, 
wheels, electric motor, metal rod, paint, 
brush, plastic joints, eva foam sheet and 
moving eyes. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1290399

Solar Powered Racing CarSolar Powered Racing Car
Build a wooden car and paint it with colors. 
Through the sun’s rays, the semiconductor chip 
converts the sun’s thermal energy into electric 
current, which rotates the shaft and makes 
the car move. Replaces storage batteries with 
solar energy. content: plywood pieces, solar 
panel, glue, gears, wheels, electric motor, 
metal rod, paint, brush, plastic joints, eva foam 
sheet and moving eyes. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 
x 4.2 cm.

+6 +7 +7

Instructions

Instructions Instructions
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1290382

Make Your Own Rainbow LabMake Your Own Rainbow Lab
Since the density of different solutions is 
different, please add pigments to distinguish the 
different density of solutions. Gently inject the 
different colored liquid pigments into the tube. 
You will observe the different densities of the 
solutions. Contents: test tube, pipette, shaker, 
measuring spoon and colored pigments. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290383

Oil & Water Color Pigments  Oil & Water Color Pigments  
Release droplets of different colored pigments into 
the oil. Stir to disperse them into small particles. Pour 
the contents into the water from the large clear 
plastic jar. Due to the low density of the oil, after 
several minutes, the small pigment particles will 
sink and dissolve with the water, then you will see a 
shower of dreamy colors. Contents: plastic bottle, 
measuring cup, colored pigments and stirring rod. 
Attention: this set needs to add oil (not included). 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290387

A World Undersea  A World Undersea  
Place the colored balls and the growth rocks in 
the bottom of the transparent jar. Mix the growth 
solution with hot water in a certain proportion. Add 
a few drops of the liquid pigment, into the water. 
Place decorative stickers and watch the amazing 
growth process of beautiful water plants. Contents: 
plastic jar, growing solution, growing rocks, stirring 
rod, decorative stones, pigment and adhesives. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 12.7 cm.

+6
+6

+6

Instructions Instructions
Instructions
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1290394

Magical BubblesMagical Bubbles
Use dish soap or liquid hand soap to create 
magical bubbles. Learn the science of 
bubble formation. While you are blowing 
the bubbles outdoors, you can enjoy 
the fun of science. Contents: plastic jar, 
measuring cup, glycerin, stirring rod, 
mixing plate and 6 molds to blow bubbles. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290381

Make Your Own Bath BombsMake Your Own Bath Bombs
Mix citric acid powder, soda powder and 
cornstarch in a certain ratio, add the pigments 
and fragrance essential oil and other materials 
into them. Put in the mold to give the shape, then 
you will have balls of effervescent, aromatic and 
colorful bath salt. Contents: powdered citric acid, 
powdered soda, cornstarch, edible pigments, 
mould, glycerin, essential fragrance oil and 
pipette. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290386

Bath Lab SoapBath Lab Soap
Melt the soap pieces at a certain 
temperature, then mix with the colored 
pigments and essential oil. Pour the 
contents into molds of various shapes 
and keep in a cold environment. 
Afterwards, you will get some pretty soaps 
of various colors and shapes that smell 
like perfume. Content: soap, pigments, 
essential oil, mold and zip-lock bags. 
Packaging: 25.2 x 25.2 x 7.2 cm.+6 +7 +6

Instructions
Instructions

Instructions
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1290392

Pipe Cleaner Magic CrystalPipe Cleaner Magic Crystal
Bend and shape the floppy worms into 
the desired shape. Keep in mind that the 
pieces must fit in the glass. Crystal powder 
dissolves in hot water to form a saturated 
solution. Stir with the transparent stick until 
completely dissolved. Then let it cool down. 
Use the wooden toothpicks to hold the object 
and insert it into the glass with the solution. 
After 3 hours, the crystalline material will 
stick to objects. Contents: crystal powder, 
shaker, flexible worms, toothpicks and glass. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290396

Seeds Crystal Growing   Seeds Crystal Growing   
Make a mark on the glass 6cm from the base. 
Add hot water to the mark and add the crystal 
powder of the desired color to the water, stir 
the solution. Place the crystal seed of the same 
color and watch its growth. Please wait 3-7 days 
and you will get 3 different crystals with different 
shapes and colors. Contents: plastic cup, 
crystal powder, crystal seeds and stirring rod. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1290397

Forms Crystal Growing  Forms Crystal Growing  
Use the gypsum powders to make different 
crystal shapes. Dissolve the crystal powders in 
the water and then add the crystal powders. 
Mix the solution and fill the mold you want. 
Observe the growth process. After 1-2 days, 
you will see crystals in different shapes 
and colors. content: plastic jar, powdered 
plaster, edible pigment, powdered crystal, 
mould, small plastic jar, spoon, pipette, 
wooden stick and cardboard cone. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6 +6 +6

Instructions

Instructions
Instructions
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1290389

Create Your Own Volcano EruptionCreate Your Own Volcano Eruption
A bubbling lava eruption. Mix the two kinds of white 
powder and the pigment in the crater of the mold. 
Add clean water, then bubbles will start coming out of 
the crater, just like in a volcano. This is a great science 
experiment that will wow your friends and family with 
a bubbling lava eruption. Contents: volcano mold, 
powdered soda, powdered citric acid, powdered 
pigment and wooden rod. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 
cm.

+6

1232066

Wooden Skeleton DinosaurWooden Skeleton Dinosaur
Assemble and paint a dinosaur 
skeleton. Content: Pieces of plywood, 
paints, brush, glue and sandpaper. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1232055

Wooden Skeleton Wooden Skeleton 
Crocodile   Crocodile   
Assemble and paint a crocodile 
skeleton. Content: Pieces of 
plywood, paints, brush, glue, 
sandpaper and funny googly eyes. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6
+6

Instructions

Instructions
Instructions
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1232005

Wooden Yo-YoWooden Yo-Yo
Paint a colorful Yo-yo and then add 
stickers. Content: 1 wooden yo-yo, 
paint, brush, adhesive and laser paper. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6+6

1260048

Ceramic CarCeramic Car
Paint a ceramic car with your favorite colors 
and then play with friends. Pull back vehicle. 
Content: ceramic vehicle, paint and brush. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

Instructions Instructions
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1210062

3D Foam Airplanes 3D Foam Airplanes 
Build and paint 2 foam airplanes. 
Contains: 2 foam airplanes, 
adhesive pieces, paints and a brush. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1231002

Monster TruckMonster Truck
Assemble and decorate your 
monster truck. Contains: wooden 
pieces, glue, brush and stickers. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1232012

Wooden Pirate ShipWooden Pirate Ship
Assemble and decorate 
your pirate ship. Contains: 
pieces of wood, glue, paints, 
brush and pieces of stickers. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6 +6 +6

Instructions Instructions Instructions
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1280070

Make Fancy BraceletsMake Fancy Bracelets
Make your own colored bead 
bracelets. Content: nylon strings, 
beads, metal rings and clasps. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1210072

Make Your Own BraceletsMake Your Own Bracelets
Make your own bracelets. Content: 2 
foam circles, threads and colored 
beads. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1280076

Sequin BraceletsSequin Bracelets
Make bracelets with sequins and 
colored beads. Content: sequins, 
beads, elastic thread and needle. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

+6

+6

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions
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1280036

Colourful Wooden Bead Colourful Wooden Bead 
BraceletsBracelets
Create 8 wooden bracelets. Contents: 
beads, wood, cord and needle.
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

1280002

Make Folk BraceletsMake Folk Bracelets
Kit to make 7 bracelets or bracelets. 
Content: wooden beads, decorative 
elements and colored threads. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

1280077

Braid BraceletsBraid Bracelets
Create your own bracelets and necklaces and 
decorate them with colored beads. Content: fabric 
strips, pendants, plastic beads and metal rings. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

Instructions Instructions

Instructions
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1232011

My Weaving LoomMy Weaving Loom
Create fun designs with this loom. 
Content: loom, plastic needle and 
wool. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6

1280090

Make Your Own Wooden NecklacesMake Your Own Wooden Necklaces
Make your own handmade necklaces and apply 
fragrances to them. Content: wooden slats, needle, 
colored threads, leather cord, polyester cord, tassel, 
clasps, lobster clasp, metal circles and essential oils. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+7

Instructions Instructions
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1240688

Make Your Own Shiny OwlMake Your Own Shiny Owl
Make a beautiful shiny stuffed owl, it will be 
very nice! Contents: sequin fabric, glitter 
fabric, felt, needle, thread and stuffing. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

1220360

Make Your Own Felt Clock Make Your Own Felt Clock 
Sew the felt pieces to decorate 
the clock. Content:  Felt ,  clock 
mechanism, ribbon, funny googly 
eyes, stuffing, needle and laces. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

1220356

Make Your Own Felt Mobile  Make Your Own Felt Mobile  
Sew the felt  pieces together to 
create a pretty decorative mobile. 
Content: Felt, wooden mobile, laces, 
beads, stuffing, needle and hooks. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6 +6

Instructions
Instructions Instructions
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1220134

Patchwork CushionPatchwork Cushion
Create a patchwork cushion. 
Content: felt, plastic needle, 
thread, stuffing and buttons. 
Packaging: 25.2 x 25.2 x 7.2 cm.

+6

1240639

Make Your Own Cork Bag  Make Your Own Cork Bag  
Sew and decorate a cork fabric bag. 
Content: Cork fabric, colored cords, 
buttons,  needle, chain and hooks. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6

1240640

Make Your Own Cork Puppy   Make Your Own Cork Puppy   
Sew and stuff a cork fabric dog. Content: Cork 
fabric, cord, buttons, needle and padding. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6

Instructions Instructions Instructions
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1250696

Hot Air Balloon Lantern  Hot Air Balloon Lantern  
Create and decorate a hot air balloon 
with light. Content: Luminous element, 
paper bal loon, metal l ic f ixative, 
adhesives, colored threads, beads, 
wicker basket, needle and cord. 
Packaging: 25.2 x 25.2 x 9.2 cm.

1250695

Make Your Own Make Your Own 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope
Make your own cardboard kaleidoscope. 
Content: 1 cardboard tube, 3 pre-decorated 
papers, double-sided tape, mirror-effect 
plastic, plastic elements and lid with viewer. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6 +6

1250632

Space Sand Art  Space Sand Art  
Remove the adhes ive f rom the 
template and fill it with colored sand. 
Content: 3 adhesive templates and 
8 envelopes wi th colored sand. 
Packaging: 25.2 x 25.2 x 7.2 cm.

+6

Instructions

Instructions Instructions
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1280059

Make Fancy HeadbandsMake Fancy Headbands
Decorate your own headbands. 
Content: headbands, ribbons, fabric 
flowers, buttons and elastic cord. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1280064

Pretty Kitty HeadbandsPretty Kitty Headbands
Customize your headbands with a 
cute kitty. Content: headbands, felt, 
needle, threads, glitter, bows and 
b r i g h t  o r n a m e n t s . 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1220161

Felt Flower HeadwearFelt Flower Headwear
D e s i g n  y o u r  h e a d b a n d s 
and hair clips. Contents: felt, 
headbands, cl ips,  needle, 
thread, beads and elastic band. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6 +6 +6

Instructions
Instructions

Instructions
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1210256

Eva Magnet DinosaursEva Magnet Dinosaurs
Create your EVA foam magnetic 
dinosaurs. Contents: EVA foam sheets, 
rhinestones, magnets, glue, adhesive 
eyes and tweezers. Packaging: 22.7 x 
19 x 4.2 cm.

1220225

My First Felt DinosaursMy First Felt Dinosaurs
Create, jo in and decorate 
your felt dinosaurs. Content: 
f e l t  a n d  a d h e s i v e  e y e s . 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6 +6

1250668

Dinosaurs OrigamiDinosaurs Origami
M a k e  y o u r  o w n  o r i g a m i 
d i n o s a u r .  C o n t e n t :  o r i g a m i 
paper, glue and adhesive eyes. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 4.2 cm.

+6

Instructions
Instructions Instructions
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1250667

Funny Animals OrigamiFunny Animals Origami
Origami of funny animals. Content: 
paper, scissors, adhesive eyes and 
glue.Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6

1210203

Make Your Own Make Your Own 
NotebookNotebook
My foam notebook. Content: 
notebook with foam covers, 
glue, glitter glue, foam stickers 
and tweezers. Packaging: 22.7 
x 19 x 4.2 cm.

1240561

Pompom PursePompom Purse
Glue the pompoms and 
decorate your own purse. 
Content: canvas bag, pompom, 
ribbons, PVC leaves, colored 
rope, beads, glue and key ring. 
Packaging: 22.7 x 19 x 7.2 cm.

+6 +6

1250662

Make 3D Paper AnimalsMake 3D Paper Animals
Create your 3D animals by cutting paper 
and gluing sticky shapes. Contents: paper 
tubes, paper, paper cards, scissors, glue 
and adhesive eyes. Packaging: 22.7 x 19 
x 12.7 cm.

+6

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions
Instructions



 Heavy Duty Trikes & Scooters Heavy Duty Trikes & Scooters

TRICICLOS Y PATINETES RESISTENTESTRICICLOS Y PATINETES RESISTENTES

Triciclos y patinetes de metal ANDREU Toys. 
Aptos para niños de 2 a 7 años, cuyo diseño y gran calidad de los 
materiales utilizados, permite su uso intensivo durante mucho tiempo 
en las guarderías, escuelas, parques infantiles, etc...    

ANDREU Toys metal trikes & scooters.ANDREU Toys metal trikes & scooters.
Suitable for children from 2 to 7 years old. Its design and the high quality Suitable for children from 2 to 7 years old. Its design and the high quality 
of the raw materials make them long lasting trikes & scooters to be used in of the raw materials make them long lasting trikes & scooters to be used in 
kindergarten, infant playgrounds and schools.kindergarten, infant playgrounds and schools.

Cumple con las normas Cumple con las normas 

Servicio de recambiosServicio de recambios  

del cuadro y la horquilladel cuadro y la horquilla  

2 AÑOS DE GARANTIA 

EN71 - CEEN71 - CE

SEGURO Y RESISTENTE

Fácil Montaje

Complies with Complies with 
all current safety all current safety 

standardsstandards EN71 - CE EN71 - CE

Full spare parts serviceFull spare parts service  

of frame and forkof frame and fork

2 YEARS WARRANTY

SAFE & DURABLE

Easy to Assemble
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La pintura del 
cuadro, horquilla 
y manillar es muy 
resistente contra 
la corrosión y los 
golpes. Tubo de acero 

preparado para un 
uso intensivo.

Steel pipe prepared Steel pipe prepared 
for heavy duty.for heavy duty.

Effective rust Effective rust 
protection and protection and 
impact-resistant impact-resistant 
long lasting powder long lasting powder 
coating. coating. 

Pedales antideslizantes. 
Eje y soporte de los 
pedales de una pieza 
de acero.

Manguitos con topes.

Enganche para remolque 
(90002, 90003, 90009, 
90010 y 90011)

Rodamientos de 
nylon 6. 
Gran duración.

Long lasting Nylon Long lasting Nylon 
6 bearings.6 bearings.

Strong non-slip pedals. Strong non-slip pedals. 
Solid crank made of one Solid crank made of one 
piece steel.piece steel.

Safety handlebar grips.Safety handlebar grips.

Trailer hitch Trailer hitch 
(90002, 90003, 90009, (90002, 90003, 90009, 
90010 y 90011)90010 y 90011)

Ruedas de poliuretano 
sin radios, muy 
resistentes a la abrasión.

Spokeless wheels made Spokeless wheels made 
of polyurethane, highly of polyurethane, highly 
resistant to abrasion.resistant to abrasion.  

Long lasting ergonomic Long lasting ergonomic 
saddle  made of saddle  made of 
polyethylene.polyethylene.

Sillín ergonómico muy 
resistente hecho con 
polietileno.



Triciclo seguro y 
resistente especialmente 
diseñado para uso 
intensivo.

Safe and sturdy tricycle Safe and sturdy tricycle 
especially designed for especially designed for 
intensive use.intensive use.
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90009

Performance Trike Performance Trike 
2-4 years2-4 years
Saddle with 2  pos i t ions . 
Measurements: 64 x 44 x 51.5 cm.

90011

Infant Trike Infant Trike 
2-4 years2-4 years
Saddle with 2 posit ions. 
Measurements: 65 x 43 x 49 cm.

+2 +2

90011

Instructions Instructions
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90002

Endurance Trike Endurance Trike 
2-4 years2-4 years
Saddle with 2 posit ions. 
Measurements: 62 x 43 x 52 cm.

+2

90002

90003

Endurance Trike 3-6 Endurance Trike 3-6 
yearsyears
Saddle with 2  pos i t ions . 
Measurements: 75 x 49 x 58 cm.

+3

Instructions

Instructions
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90449

Funny Scooter Funny Scooter 
2-4 years2-4 years
Wide wheels  wi thout 
spokes for better stability. 
Measurements: 57 x 43.5 x 
60 cm.

90012

Infant Scooter Infant Scooter 
3-7 years3-7 years
Measurements: 80 x 15 x 
76 cm.

+3
+2

90012 90449

Instructions Instructions



Esta sólida bicicleta 
sin pedales permite a 

los niños desarrollar su 
sentido del equilibrio 

y el uso de su fuerza y 
energía corporal para 

mantener la bici en 
movimiento. Materiales 

resistentes a la 
intemperie.

A popular strong bike A popular strong bike 
runner without pedals that runner without pedals that 

challenges the children’s challenges the children’s 
sense of balance and sense of balance and 

the use of their strength the use of their strength 
and energy to keep the and energy to keep the 

balance bike running. balance bike running. 
Weather resistant raw Weather resistant raw 

materials.materials.66

90013

Balance Bike 3-4 Balance Bike 3-4 
yearsyears
Saddle with 2 pos i t ions. 
Measurements: 75 x 40 x 55 cm.

90016

Big Balance Bike Big Balance Bike 
4-7 years4-7 years
Saddle with 2 pos i t ions. 
Measurements: 98 x 45 x 70.5 cm.

+3

+4

90001

RackRack
Support suitable for keeping 
your ANDREU TOYS vehicles 
tidy, and without taking 
up  excess i ve  space. 
Measurements: 38.5 x 11 x 28 
cm.

Instructions

Instructions

Instructions



Sillín Regulable
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 90015

Roman Chariot 3-7 yearsRoman Chariot 3-7 years
This solid trike offers great fun for more than 
one child at a time. Equipped with a safety 
bar and non-slip foot platform. The saddle 
can be adjusted in 2 positions. Solid rubber 
grips. Measurements: 100 x 59 x 63 cm.

+3

90010

Easy Rider Trike 3-7 Easy Rider Trike 3-7 
yearsyears
Adjustable saddle. 
Measurements: 70.5 x 49 x 52.5 cm.

+3

Instructions

Instructions
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90004

Taxi 3-7 yearsTaxi 3-7 years
This solid Taxi is ideal for many hours of fun. 
Its core support helps build confidence 
in children. Weather resistant materials. 
Saddle with 2 positions. Measurements: 130 
x 58 x 63 cm.

+3

90020

Wheelbarrow 2-6 yearsWheelbarrow 2-6 years
The solid chassis and 2 wheels keep it stable. The 
tray is reinforced and protected to withstand 
rough treatment. Ample cargo space. Solid rubber 
grips. Safe handling by the smallest children. 
Supports 50 kg of weight. Measurements: 71 x 40.5 
x 38 cm.

+2

Instructions

Instructions



New Selection es una marca que engloba una selección 
de juguetes educativos, artículos de decoración, puzzles, 
encajables, apilables, juegos de mesa, construcciones, arrastres, 
laberintos... y un sinfín de productos fabricados en madera, 
cartón, metal o tejido, en constante renovación y ampliación del 
catálogo.

New Selection is a brand that include a wideNew Selection is a brand that include a wide selection of  selection of 
educational toyseducational toys, decoration items, puzzles, chunky puzzles, , decoration items, puzzles, chunky puzzles, 
stackables, board games, constructions, pull along toys, bead stackables, board games, constructions, pull along toys, bead 
mazes... and a myriad of products made of wood, cardboard, metal mazes... and a myriad of products made of wood, cardboard, metal 
or fabric, in constant renovation and expansion of the catalog.or fabric, in constant renovation and expansion of the catalog.

SELECCION DE JUGUETES EDUCATIVOSSELECCION DE JUGUETES EDUCATIVOS

Educational Toys New SelectionEducational Toys New Selection

New Selection
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GT203017

Wall ClockWall Clock
Decorative wooden wall clock. 
Requires 1 AA 1.5V battery not included. 
Measures 18.5 x 30 x 1 cm.

GT201039

2 Decorative Suitcases2 Decorative Suitcases
2 cardboard boxes decorated with illustrations of Little Bear and 
Turtle. With illustration inside. Large box measures: 23.5 x 15.5 x 8.5 
cm. Small box measures: 21.5 x 14 x 7 cm.

GT201038

2 Suitcases2 Suitcases
2 decorative cardboard boxes. Crocodile and deer illustrations. 
Large box measures: 23.5 x 15.5 x 8.5 cm. Small box measures: 
21.5 x 14 x 7 cm.

+3

+3
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GT201005

Pennant 9 Flags Pennant 9 Flags 
Decorative pennants. Cool tones. 
Length of 21.5 cm. each flag. Total 
length 2 meters. With 9 pennants.

GT202031

Pennant 10 Flags Pennant 10 Flags 
Decorative pennants. warm tones. 
Length of 21.5 cm. each flag. Total 
length 2 meters. With 10 pennants.

GT201018

Teepee Tent  Teepee Tent  
Cloth and wood teepee. 
Measures 112 x 117 x 105 cm. Instructions
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GT203027

Activity Spiral Activity Spiral 
Spiral of activities zebra. Measures 
maximum 40 cm. long x 25 cm. 
Zebra size: 9 x 10.5 cm. Christmas 
tree: 8 x 5.5 cm. Mirror: Ø 6.5 x 3.5 
cm.

GT203031

Fabric Book  Fabric Book  
Illustrated cloth book to 
count from 1 to 8. Open book 
measurements: 28 x 14 cm.

m
0

m
6
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GT203032

Stacking Cubes 10 pcs.  Stacking Cubes 10 pcs.  
10 stackable cardboard cubes. 
Cube measures 3.5 / 4.5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11.5 / 12.5 / 13.5 cm.

GT201042

Stacking Stacking 
Cubes with Cubes with 
Wooden Wooden 
Animals  Animals  
10 stackable cardboard 
cubes + 4 wooden 
animals. 
Animal measurements: 
Turtle 6 cm. 7.5 cm bear. 
9 cm crocodile. 8.5 cm 
rabbit. Piece thickness: 1 
cm. 10 cubes of 3.5 / 4.5 
/ 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11.5 / 
12.5 / 13.5 cm.

+2

+2
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GT201044

Memory Game Memory Game 
Cardboard memory game, 18 pairs, 36 pieces. 
Measurement of the pieces 5 x 5 cm. Packaging: 16 x 16 x 3 cm.

GT202037

Counting Puzzle 1-10 Counting Puzzle 1-10 
10 cardboard puzzles with 2 pieces each. Count and associate by 
color. Measures of each puzzle 15.5 x 6.3 x 0.2 cm. Packaging: 17.5 
x 8.3 x 3 cm. Pieces: 20.

GT203037

5 pcs. Wooden Puzzle 5 pcs. Wooden Puzzle 
Wooden lace with 5 pieces and 
illustrations of animals. Measures 30 x 
21x 1.6 cm.

+2

+2

+2
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GT203035

Wooden Stacking Puzzle Wooden Stacking Puzzle 
Mix all the pieces and try to place them inside the 
wooden box. They all fit! Box measures 25 x 19.5 cm. 
Pieces from 3.5 to 12.5 cm. Thickness 1.5 cm.

GT201065

Wooden Design Puzzle Wooden Design Puzzle 
Try to place the puzzle pieces in the smallest space possible. Contains 9 
wooden pieces. Measures from 6 to 19.5 cm. Thickness of the pieces 1.5 cm.

m
18

m
18
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GT201055

Wooden Tools Wooden Tools 
with Bag with Bag 
Woven bag with 5 tools and 9 
pieces. Tools from 14.5 to 17.5 
cm. 14 pieces.

+3

GT203033

Wooden Doctor Suitcase Wooden Doctor Suitcase 
Br iefcase to play doctors and 
n u r s e s .  C o n t a i n s  5  p i e c e s . 
The syringe has a spring and is 14 cm 
long. The cap of the 2 cans is opened. 
The large one is 10 cm long. The small 
boat is 5 cm long. 13 cm thermometer 
and 58 cm stethoscope. The briefcase 
measures: 21 x 15 x 7 cm.

+3
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TY-001

8 pcs. Wooden 8 pcs. Wooden 
Blocks Liquid  Blocks Liquid  
8 wooden blocks with 
colored liquids and small 
fish inside. Ideal for light 
tables. Large 14 x 14 x 3 cm 
square.

TY-002

8 pcs. Wooden 8 pcs. Wooden 
Blocks Beads  Blocks Beads  
8 wooden blocks with 
colored beads inside. Ideal 
for light tables. Large 14 x 14 
x 3 cm square.

TY-003

8 pcs. Wooden 8 pcs. Wooden 
Blocks Sand  Blocks Sand  
8 wooden blocks with 
colored sand and small 
shells inside. Ideal for light 
tables. Large 14 x 14 x 3 cm 
square.

m
18

m
18

m
18
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m
18

m
18

15088

New Rainbow Sound BlocksNew Rainbow Sound Blocks
6 translucent geometric shapes with different 
sounds. Ideal for light tables. Also as a free 
construction game. Enhances the auditory senses, 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Measures of the wooden box 22.5x12.5x7cm. 
Rectangle size 10x5x5cm.

15024

New Color Sound Block New Color Sound Block 
6 translucent geometric shapes. 3 of the pieces 
include little balls to differentiate the sounds. Ideal 
for light tables and also to play construction or free 
composition. Measurements of the set of pieces 
18x12.5cm. Rectangle trapezoid size 12x6cm.

5 cm

5 cm

6 cm

10
 c

m
12

 c
m
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TY-004

6 pcs. Rainbow 6 pcs. Rainbow 
Blocks  Blocks  
6 translucent wooden 
blocks. Ideal for light tables. 
Measures of the large 
square 18 x 18 x 5 cm.

m
18

TY-005

6 pcs. Magnifier 6 pcs. Magnifier 
Cases  Cases  
6 wooden blocks with 
magnifying glass. Ideal 
for observing natural 
elements. Measures of the 
large square 18 x 18 x 5 cm.

m
18
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TY-006

24 pcs. Small 24 pcs. Small 
Rainbow Blocks Rainbow Blocks 
24 translucent wooden 
blocks. Ideal for light tables. 
Rectangle measures 10 x 5 
x 2.5 cm.

TY-007

8 pcs. Treasure Blocks 8 pcs. Treasure Blocks 
8 transparent colored blocks with 
objects inside. Back with mirror. 
Measures of the large square 14 x 14 
x 3 cm.

m
18

m
18
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JPC-008

Wooden Stacking Wooden Stacking 
Stones - 11 pcs. Stones - 11 pcs. 
11 beechwood rocks to build, stack, 
size and count. From 3.7 to 5 cm. 
Packaging: 13.5 x 10.2 x 4.5 cm.

JPC-009

Wooden Stacking Wooden Stacking 
Stones - 16 pcs. Stones - 16 pcs. 
16 beechwood rocks to build, stack, 
size and count. From 3.7 to 5 cm. 
Packaging: 18.5 x 10.8 x 5 cm.

JPC-012

Wooden Stacking Wooden Stacking 
Stones - 21 pcs. Stones - 21 pcs. 
21 beechwood rocks to build, stack, 
size and count. From 3.7 to 5 cm. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 14.5 x 4.5 cm.

+3

+3

+3
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JPC-015

Wooden Stacking Natural Stones - 20 pcs. Wooden Stacking Natural Stones - 20 pcs. 
20 natural beech wood rocks to build, stack, size and count. From 3.7 
to 5 cm. Packaging: 21.5 x 14.5 x 4.5 cm.

JPC-017

Wooden Stacking Big Wooden Stacking Big 
Stones - 12 pcs. Stones - 12 pcs. 
12 giant beechwood boulders to build, 
stack, size and count. From 3.5 to 6.7 
cm. Packaging: 28.5 x 13.5 x 5 cm.

JPC-019

Wooden Stacking Stones - 30 pcs. Wooden Stacking Stones - 30 pcs. 
30 beechwood rocks to build, stack, size and count. From 3.7 to 5 
cm. Packaging: 28.5 x 13.5 x 5 cm.

+3

+2

+3
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MC-003

Wooden Blocks Nature Wooden Blocks Nature 
Eco-blocks with 35 pieces of natural beech wood. 
Measurements: 20.6 x 20.6 x 4 cm. Pieces: 35.

+2

WZ1129

Wooden Construction Blocks Wooden Construction Blocks 
Wooden construction with 30 pieces. 
Measurements: 20.5 x 14.7 x 4 cm. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 14.7 x 4.2 cm.

m
18
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BB0104

Building Blocks Building Blocks 
Colored wooden construction with 86 pcs. It 
contains a cotton bag to collect the pieces after 
the game and a guide with construction models. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 8 x 31.5 cm. Pieces: 86.

+1

TB15436

Forest Animal Forest Animal 
Building BlocksBuilding Blocks  
80 bui lding blocks to 
assemble the fauna and 
flora of a jungle. Includes 12 
puzzle pieces to create the 
jungle scene and a guide 
with model figures and 
animals. Measurements: 
Approx. length of the 
pieces 6 cm. 2.9 cm thick. 
Packaging: 26 x 14.5 x 20 cm. 
Pieces: 80.

+1
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BB0305

Wooden Fraction SorterWooden Fraction Sorter
Lace classifier of 20 pieces and 
5 geometric shapes. Reversible 
base with fractions from 1 to 5. 
Measurements: 22.3 x 18 x 5.7 cm.

BB0302

Geometric SorterGeometric Sorter
Lace classifier of 20 pieces and 
5 groups of geometric shapes. 
Measurements: 36.5 x 8 x 5.5 cm.

+1

+3

TB15426

Shape Learning Set CirclesShape Learning Set Circles
Educational board with circles and fractions 
from 1 to 4. Match according to shape, 
color and number. Ideal for counting, 
developing motor skills and matching. 
Measurements: 29 x 9 x 2.8 cm. Pieces: 11.

+1
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MC-016

Multifunction StackingMultifunction Stacking
Multifunctional 21-piece nesting and stacking game. 
Measurements: 17.5 x 11.5 x 11 cm. Pieces: 22.

+3

ZY20210425

Solid Wood Mandala Solid Wood Mandala 
Natural wood mandala with embedded colored gems. It enhances the creative 
capacity and the mental functions of concentration, hand-eye coordination, 
perception and imaginative capacity. Packaging: 29 x 29 x 3.5 cm.

XX20210416

Sparkling Gem Building Blocks Sparkling Gem Building Blocks 
Wooden game pieces inlaid with colored gems. Create beautiful construction scenes 
with bright colors. Measurements: 21 x 15 x 4 cm. Pieces: 32.

ZY20210426

Color Solid Wood MandalaColor Solid Wood Mandala
Wooden mandala with embedded colored gems. It enhances the creative 
capacity and the mental functions of concentration, hand-eye coordination, 
perception and imaginative capacity. Packaging: 29 x 29 x 3.5 cm.

+3

+2

+3



+
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KB0413

Character Building Block - 18 pcs.Character Building Block - 18 pcs.
18 wooden cubes to fit by means of pivots. They represent a 
family with grandparents, parents and children. Each character 
has 3 cubes painted on 4 faces to create lots of combinations. 
Measurements: 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 cm. Packaging: 27 x 15.5 x 4.5 cm.

+3

TL690

Animal Block PuzzleAnimal Block Puzzle
Block puzzle with 6 drawings of 
animals to make. 
Puzzle measures: 13.5 x 13.5 cm. 
Packaging: 19 x 19 x 5.5 cm.

MG20210430

Wooden Bead GameWooden Bead Game
Counting game with wooden beads and tweezers. Exercise concentration, 
hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, counting, sorting, matching colors. 
Measurements: 20 x 20 x 2.3 cm.

+3

Instructions
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MG20210408

Battle Building Blocks Battle Building Blocks 
Logical reasoning game in 3D. Place a card in the center slot of the board and use the 
buzzer to start and end the game. The first of the two players to finish the construction in 
3D will be the winner. Includes wooden board, 40 2.5x2.5cm colored wooden cubes, 36 
double-sided cards and a fabric bag to store the pieces. Measurements: 30 x 17.5 x 3 cm.

KB20210410

3D Wooden Square Blocks 3D Wooden Square Blocks 
Logical reasoning game in 3D. 30 wooden cubes of 2x2cm and two 
colors. Includes 57 cards with 114 building combinations. Packaging: 27 
x 14 x 5 cm.

KB20210413

3D Wooden Cylinder Blocks 3D Wooden Cylinder Blocks 
Logical reasoning game in 3D. 18 wooden cylinders 
of 2.5x3.5cm and three colors. Includes 57 cards 
with 114 construction combinations. Packaging: 27 
x 14 x 5 cm.

MZM20210427

Logical Arrows GameLogical Arrows Game
Logical reasoning game with five levels of difficulty. 
Packaging: 20.5 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm.

+4

+3+3

+5

Instructions
Instructions
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CM002

Shapes Puzzle Tangram  Shapes Puzzle Tangram  
Tangram of 7 wooden pieces with 60 cards 
and 120 models to be made. 
Packaging: 17.2 x 12.4 x 3 cm.

MC0415

21 Colorful Block Buddies  21 Colorful Block Buddies  
21 wooden pieces to create designs. Includes 20 
double-sided guide cards (40 drawings) with 4 levels 
of difficulty. Packaging: 23.5 x 11 x 4 cm.

MG0413

Wooden Pattern Blocks - 155 pcs.   Wooden Pattern Blocks - 155 pcs.   
155 wooden pieces with geometric shapes to create 
designs. Includes 24 guide cards with drawings. Packaging: 
25 x 21.5 x 4 cm.

+3

+3+3

TK15141

Octagon PuzzleOctagon Puzzle
Octagonal puzzle with 73 wooden 
pieces and 9 colors.  Create 
count less  models  us ing your 
imagination. Includes model guide. 
Measurements: 18 x 18 x 1.5 cm.

+3
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CM009

My First Puzzle 6 in a box My First Puzzle 6 in a box 
Animal Animal 
6 progressive puzzles of pressed 
cardboard with drawings of animals. 
Includes 1 puzzle of 3 pieces, 2 of 4, 2 of 5 
and 1 of 6 pieces. Packaging: 17.2 x 12.4 
x 3 cm.

+2

CM-0421

Guess Who I Am - InsectGuess Who I Am - Insect
Associate and fit the 8 pre-cut cardboard 
insects with their corresponding silhouette 
cards. Play to guess “who I am” associating 
the pre-cut silhouette cards with the 
drawing cards. Packaging: 17.5 x 12.5 x 3 
cm.

CM-0422

Guess Who I Am - Guess Who I Am - 
DinosaurDinosaur
Associate and fit the 8 pre-
cut cardboard dinosaurs, with 
their corresponding silhouette 
cards. Play to guess “who I 
am” by associating the pre-
cut silhouette cards with the 
drawing cards. Packaging: 17.5 
x 12.5 x 3 cm.

+3

+3
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CM-0417

Guess Who I Am - Traffic Guess Who I Am - Traffic 
Associate and fit the 8 pre-cut cardboard 
vehicles, with their corresponding 
silhouette cards. Play to guess “who I am” 
by associating the pre-cut silhouette cards 
with the drawing cards. Packaging: 17.5 x 
12.5 x 3 cm.

CM-0418

Guess Who I Am - Animals Guess Who I Am - Animals 
Associate and fit the 8 pre-cut cardboard 
animals, with their corresponding 
silhouette cards. Play to guess “who I am” 
by associating the pre-cut silhouette cards 
with the drawing cards. Packaging: 17.5 x 
12.5 x 3 cm.

CM-0419

Guess Who I Am - Guess Who I Am - 
SealifeSealife
Match and fit the 8 pre-cut 
cardboard marine animals 
with their corresponding 
silhouette cards. Play to guess 
“who I am” by associating 
the pre-cut silhouette cards 
with the drawing cards. 
Packaging: 17.5 x 12.5 x 3 cm.

+3

+3

+3
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CM010

My First Puzzle 6 in a box My First Puzzle 6 in a box 
VehiclesVehicles
6 progressive puzzles of pressed 
cardboard with drawings of vehicles. 
Includes 1 puzzle of 3 pieces, 3 of 4, 1 of 
5 and 1 of 6 pieces. Packaging: 17.2 x 
12.4 x 3 cm.

CM011

My First Puzzle 6 in a box My First Puzzle 6 in a box 
Jungle Jungle 
6 progressive puzzles of pressed cardboard 
with drawings of jungle animals. Includes 1 
puzzle of 3 pieces, 1 of 4, 3 of 5 and 1 of 6 
pieces. Packaging: 17.2 x 12.4 x 3 cm.

CM012

My First Puzzle 6 My First Puzzle 6 
in a box Vehicles in a box Vehicles 
& Plane& Plane
6 progressive puzzles of 
pressed cardboard with 
drawings of vehicles, planes, 
ships. Includes 1 puzzle of 3 
pieces, 2 of 4, 2 of 5 and 1 of 
6 pieces. Packaging: 17.2 x 
12.4 x 3 cm.

+2

+2

+2
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MG-003-1

Traffic Puzzle 6 in a box  Traffic Puzzle 6 in a box  
6 puzzles of 6 pieces each, with drawings 
of vehicles. Made of pressed cardboard. 
Packaging: 19.7 x 19.7 x 4 cm.

MG-003-2

Animals Puzzle 6 in a box Animals Puzzle 6 in a box 
6 puzzles of 6 pieces each, with drawings of 
farm animals. Made of pressed cardboard. 
Packaging: 19.7 x 19.7 x 4 cm.

MG-003-3

Jungle Animals Puzzle 6 in a boxJungle Animals Puzzle 6 in a box
6 puzzles of 6 pieces each, with drawings of jungle 
animals. Made of pressed cardboard. Packaging: 
19.7 x 19.7 x 4 cm.

+2

+2

+2
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MC0414-1

My Best Puzzle - Vehicle  My Best Puzzle - Vehicle  
6 giant cardboard vehicle puzzles. Two of 5 pieces 
and four of 6 pieces. Measures of the puzzles from 
22 to 29 cm. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

MC0414-2

My Best Puzzle - Forest Animals  My Best Puzzle - Forest Animals  
6 giant cardboard animal puzzles. One with 3 pieces, 
two with 4, two with 5 and one with 6. Puzzles measure 
from 19 to 36 cm. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

MC0414-3

My Best Puzzle - Farm  My Best Puzzle - Farm  
6 giant cardboard farm animal puzzles. Three of 3 
pieces, one of 5 and two of 7. Puzzles measure from 
22 to 29.5 cm. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

+2

+2

+2

MC0414-4

My Best Puzzle - Dinosaur  My Best Puzzle - Dinosaur  
6 giant cardboard dinosaur puzzles. One of 3 
pieces, three of 5 and two of 6. Puzzle measures 
from 22 to 31 cm. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

+2
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DQ0413-1

33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 
- Farm  - Farm  
6 progressive cardboard puzzles with 
animals. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 pieces 
respectively. Puzzle measures from 
12.5 to 18 cm. Packaging: 20 x 15 x 4.8 
cm.

DQ0413-2

33 pcs. Ladder 33 pcs. Ladder 
Puzzles Puzzles 
- Forest Animals- Forest Animals
6 progressive cardboard puzzles 
with jungle animals. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 
8 pieces respectively. Measures 
of the puzzles from 13 to 19 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 15 x 4.8 cm.

DQ0413-3

33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 
- People - People 
6 progressive cardboard puzzles with 
profession characters. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 
8 pieces respectively. Measures of the 
puzzles from 15 to 23 cm. Packaging: 20 
x 15 x 4.8 cm.

DQ0413-4

33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 33 pcs. Ladder Puzzles 
- Vehicles - Vehicles 
6 progressive cardboard puzzles with 
vehicles. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 pieces 
respectively. Puzzle measures from 
12.5 to 19 cm. Packaging: 20 x 15 x 4.8 
cm.

+2

+2

+2

+2
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MG-001-1

Traffic Matching Puzzles Traffic Matching Puzzles 
23 puzzles of 2 pieces, with drawings of 
vehicles. Made of pressed cardboard. 
Packaging: 19.7 x 19.7 x 4 cm.

+2

MZM20210419

Funny Puzzle Letters  Funny Puzzle Letters  
Cardboard puzzle with 52 colored pieces 
to put together and form the alphabet. 
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 4.5 cm.

MZM20210420

Funny Puzzle NumbersFunny Puzzle Numbers
Puzzle with 40 colored cardboard pieces to form 
the numbers from 1 to 20. Count the animals that 
are drawn on the pieces, to learn the numbers.
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 4.5 cm.

+3

+3
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DQ20210415

Wooden Traffic PuzzleWooden Traffic Puzzle
6 wooden puzzles with 4 pieces each. 
Transportation vehicle illustrations. 
Packaging: 14.7 x 14.7 x 4.5 cm.

DQ20210416

Wooden Animal PuzzleWooden Animal Puzzle
6 wooden puzzles with 4 pieces each. 
Animal illustrations. Packaging: 14.7 x 14.7 
x 4.5 cm.

+3

+3
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CM-0413

4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - Four Seasons 4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - Four Seasons 
of Animals of Animals 
Includes 4 progressive puzzles of 12, 18, 26 and 38 cardboard 
pieces. Once assembled, if you put them together, they form 
a beautiful diorama of the 4 seasons, with farm, jungle, steppe 
and arctic landscapes. Puzzle measures from 12.5 to 18 cm. 
Packaging: 45.5 x 17.5 x 4 cm.

CM-0415

4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - 4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - 
Dinosaur Paradise Dinosaur Paradise 
Includes 4 progressive puzzles of 12, 
18, 26 and 38 cardboard pieces. 
Once assembled, if you put them 
together, they form a beautiful 
diorama with 4 landscapes full of 
dinosaurs. Puzzle measures from 12.5 
to 18 cm. Packaging: 45.5 x 17.5 x 4 
cm.

CM-0416

4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - Interesting Traffic4 in 1 Grow Up Puzzle - Interesting Traffic
Includes 4 progressive puzzles of 12, 18, 26 and 38 cardboard pieces. 
Once assembled, if you put them together, they form a beautiful 
diorama with 4 different landscapes and their vehicles. Puzzle 
measures from 12.5 to 18 cm. Packaging: 45.5 x 17.5 x 4 cm.

+3

+3

+3
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NW4002

The Animal World - My First PuzzleThe Animal World - My First Puzzle
Contains 6 high-quality pressboard progressive puzzles. 2 
puzzles with 3 pieces, 1 puzzle with 4 pieces and 3 puzzles 
with 5 pieces, representing animals with cute shapes and 
colors. It also includes 6 cardboard animals, as a game guide. 
Packaging: 24 x 24 x 5 cm.

+3

NW4037

Grassland Grassland 
Leisure TimeLeisure Time
Giant piece puzzle, inspired 
by a scene from the 
African jungle. Wonderfully 
illustrated, with countless 
characters and objects 
to discover. 50x72cm. 
Packaging: 24 x 24 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 40.

+3
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NW4019

Detective Under WaterDetective Under Water
Search and locate, on the seabed, 
the numbered amount of objects 
that are in the giant pieces of the 
puzzle. It is a puzzle and also a game 
of observation and attention for 
children. 60X60cm. Packaging: 25.5 x 
25.5 x 6 cm. Pieces: 36.

+3

NW4022

Detective in BakeryDetective in Bakery
Puzzle with 45 giant pieces that represent a scene from a bakery...! It includes a game 
to do some basic addition and subtraction operations, simulating the purchase of food. 
From the mathematical operation that you are going to carry out, first locate and count 
the units of those objects in the entire puzzle and later, add or subtract to obtain the 
final result. Ideal for the development of the first mathematical operations. 90X50cm. 
Packaging: 25.5 x 25.5 x 7 cm. Pieces: 45.

+4

NW4021

Detective in SpaceshipDetective in Spaceship
Puzzle with 45 giant pieces that represent a scene from outer space...! Includes 
a game to do some basic addition and subtraction operations. From the 
mathematical operation that you are going to carry out, first locate and count 
the units of those objects in the entire puzzle and later, add or subtract to obtain 
the final result. Ideal for the development of the first mathematical operations. 
90X50cm. Packaging: 25.5 x 25.5 x 7 cm. Pieces: 45.

+4
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NW4040

Circus ShowCircus Show
Puzzle with illustrations of animals 
and activities related to a circus 
stage. Tightrope walkers, jumping 
monkeys ,  c lowns . . .42x30cm. 
Packaging: 24 x 24 x 5 cm. Pieces: 
25.

NW4039

Snow CarnivalSnow Carnival
Puzzle with illustrations of 
animals and activities related 
to a snow scene. On the ski 
slope, sledding, ice skating, 
in the funicular... 47x29cm. 
Packaging: 24 x 24 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 25.

+3

+3

NW4026

Scenery of the Farm Scenery of the Farm 
(3D map)(3D map)
Set up the scenery of a farm, with 
the 42 giant cardboard pieces 
of the puzzle and play to place 
the 13 objects and animals, to 
create a wonderful 3D scene. 
70X48cm. Packaging: 18.5 x 18.5 
x 13 cm. Pieces: 42.

+3
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TK15136

Magnetic Puzzles - FarmMagnetic Puzzles - Farm  

On one side it is a blackboard and on the other a 
game with shapes and colored magnetic pieces 
(included). Also includes chalk and eraser. 85 
pieces. Measurements: 30 x 23 x 21.5 cm.

+3

TK15126

Clock Puzzle Glowing in the DarkClock Puzzle Glowing in the Dark
Snap clock to learn about shapes, colors, 
numbers, hours and minutes. Shine in the darkness! 
Measurements: Ø22 x 3 cm.

TK15128

My CalendarMy Calendar
Great wooden calendar 
to acquire knowledge of 
the seasons, the days of 
the week, the date, the 
months and the weather 
of the day. English Version. 
Measurements: 42 x 30 x 1.5 
cm.

TK15117

My CalendarMy Calendar
Calendar, to learn and write down the seasons, months, 
days of the week, time and today’s weather. English 
Version. Measurements: 30 x 30 x 2 cm.

+3

+3

+3
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Wooden laces. 
Measurements: 29.5 x 21 x 1.7 cm.

TK15119 Animal - 7 piezas.Animal - 7 piezas. TK15118 Transportation - 8 piezas.Transportation - 8 piezas.

+1

SXR002

Basic Skills Board Little Cat DressBasic Skills Board Little Cat Dress
Giant lace cat with 6 different activities. Measurements: 
40 x 30 x 1 cm.

SXR001

Basic Skills Board Little Bear Dress Basic Skills Board Little Bear Dress 
Giant lace bear, with 6 different activities. 
Measurements: 40 x 30 x 1 cm.

+3

+3
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MG-002

Animals Rope ToysAnimals Rope Toys
4 giant wooden animals to thread, with colored cords. 
Measurements: 19.7 x 19.7 x 4 cm.

DQ011

Threading Toy Vehicles Threading Toy Vehicles 
5 giant wooden vehicles to thread 
and join the two parts, with colored 
cords. Measurements: 19.7 x 19.7 x 4 
cm.

MG0416

Duckling Threading  Duckling Threading  
18 cm wooden duck. to link and exercise 
hand-eye coordination. 2cm thick. 
Measurements: 18 x 16.5 x 2 cm.

+3

+3

+3

MG20210426

Closures Soft Book Closures Soft Book 
Giant tissue book with 14 different types of 
closures. Buttons, laces, buckle, zipper, velcro etc... 
Measurements: 28 x 31.5 x 2.5 cm.

+3
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LacingsLacings

13 wooden pieces to learn to link and 
develop hand-eye coordination. Make your 
imagination fly! Thickness: 1.5 cm. Measures 
approx. between 3 and 6 cm. Pieces: 13.

TK15133 TransportationTransportation

+2

MC-021-1

Block Trailer - TurtleBlock Trailer - Turtle
Drag turtle with geometric shapes to fit. 
Measurements: 22.5 x 9.3 x 15 cm.

MC-021-4

Block Trailer - HedgehogBlock Trailer - Hedgehog
Drag hedgehog with 3 pieces to fit. 
Measurements: 22.5 x 9.3 x 15 cm.

m
18

m
18

TK15104

Pull Along ElephantPull Along Elephant
Drag wooden elephant. 
Measurements: 15.8 x 5.3 x 12.4 cm.

m
18
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TB15437

Wooden Stacking Train Set Wooden Stacking Train Set 
22-piece buildable train. Measurements: 32 x 6.2 x 9.9 cm. Pieces: 22.

+1

TK15140

Nesting Box - FarmNesting Box - Farm
5 stackable cardboard cubes 
with 5 wooden farm animals. 
Measurements: 13.5 x 13.5 x 56 cm.

+1

ZKB004

Pounding Bench Pounding Bench 
MouseMouse
Pica bench wood colors and 
plastic mechanism. Measurements: 
24.7 x 13.2 x 13 cm.

m
18

TB15432

Small Roller CoasterSmall Roller Coaster
4 mini mazes of balls. Red, green, yellow and 
pink. Measurements: Ø9 x 12 cm. Pieces: 4.

+1
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TB15412

My First Plane Bead MazeMy First Plane Bead Maze
Classic maze game with wooden 
and plastic pieces. Pull the rear ring 
of the seaplane to roll the propeller! 
Measurements: 19.2 x 19.2 x 23 cm.

+1

TK15100

Beads CoasterBeads Coaster
Maze with suction cups. 
Measurements: 21.5 x 13 x 20.5 cm.

+2

TKC354-A

Multi-Function Music CentreMulti-Function Music Centre
Multifunction table with 5 musical instruments. 
Packaging: 45 x 11 x 22.7 cm.

+2
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TK15134

Fishing GameFishing Game
Fishing game with 2 rods and 10 fish. 
Measurements: 29.5 x 21 x 0.8 cm.

m
18

TY840

Sliding Tower - SmallSliding Tower - Small
Circuit racing with 4 cars. 
Measurements: 31 x 27 x 9.5 cm.

m
18

MC-022

Animal Roll Ball TowerAnimal Roll Ball Tower
Ball slide maze game. 
Measurements: 30 x 18.2 x 25.7 cm.

+3

MC-0929

Wooden Wooden 
Dinosaur Roll Ball Dinosaur Roll Ball 
Game  Game  
Watch how the balls 
slide through this circuit 
guarded by a dinosaur! 
Measurements: 30 x 17.5 x 
25.5 cm.

+3
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L23407

Wooden Pin-Wooden Pin-
cork Robert & cork Robert & 
Spaceship Tap a Spaceship Tap a 
Shape Set  Shape Set  
Includes a cork base, colored 
wooden pieces, 9 cardboard 
robot motifs, a hammer, nails 
and 4 double-sided cards 
with 8 examples of drawings 
to make. Packaging: 26 x 19 
x 4.5 cm.

L23004

Wooden Pin-cork Wooden Pin-cork 
Forest Friends Tap Forest Friends Tap 
a Shape Set  a Shape Set  
Includes a cork base, 
colored wooden pieces, 
8 cardboard animals, a 
hammer, nails and 8 cards 
with examples of drawings 
to make. Packaging: 26 x 19 
x 4.5 cm.

L23028

Wooden Pin-cork Farm Wooden Pin-cork Farm 
Tap a Shape Set  Tap a Shape Set  
Includes a cork base, colored 
wooden pieces, 9 cardboard motifs 
and farm animals, a hammer, nails 
and 4 double-sided cards with 8 
examples of drawings to make. 
Packaging: 26 x 19 x 4.5 cm.

+3

+3

+3
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L23431

Wind Up Water Shark-Wind Up Water Shark-
Whale  Whale  
Wind up the shark / the whale! Drop 
him in the water and watch him swim 
at full speed. 2 random models. 
Measurements: 12 x 14.5 x 8 cm.

L23424

Clockwork Water Clockwork Water 
Canoe  Canoe  
Canoe with propulsion animal! pull 
the rear rope, put it in the water and 
you will see it sailing at full speed. 2 
random models. Measurements: 13 x 
14.5 x 6.5 cm.

+2

+2
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L23435

Wooden Tool Belt Playset Wooden Tool Belt Playset 
Tool belt set. Includes 4 wooden tools and 
colored screws. 
Packaging: 31.5 x 22.5 x 4.5 cm.

L23594

Wooden Garden Tool Belt Playset Wooden Garden Tool Belt Playset 
Metal and wood garden tool set with fabric belt. 
3 different tools and two wooden plant markers. 2 
random models. Packaging: 31.5 x 22.5 x 4.5 cm.

+3

+3
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L23451

Wooden Twist Wooden Twist 
Puzzle Block with Puzzle Block with 
Sound Sound 
Rotating wooden puzzle, 
with 4 illustrations of animals. 
2 random models. 
Measurements: 16.5 x 4 x 
4 cm.

m
18

L23474

Display Wooden Jungle Display Wooden Jungle 
Animal - 8 Ropes Animal - 8 Ropes 
Display with 8 jump ropes 2m long 
and 4 wooden animal designs. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 17.5 x 14 cm.

L23444

Display Wooden Display Wooden 
Rainmaker Rattle - 6 Rainmaker Rattle - 6 
Piece Piece 
Wooden and Plexiglas rain stick. 
Measurements: 19.3 x 5.5 x 5.5 cm. 
Packaging: 23 x 15.5 x 20 cm.

+3

+1
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L23485

Wooden Toy CameraWooden Toy Camera
Wooden photo camera with squeaky sound! 2 
random models. 
Measurements: 9 x 10 x 4 cm.

L23524

Wooden Radio Music Box - Spring SongWooden Radio Music Box - Spring Song
Nice vintage style radio, which is also a music box. Turn the knob 
gently and a melody from the four seasons by Vivaldi will be heard. 
2 random colors are served. 
Measurements: 14.5 x 9 x 4 cm.

m
18

+2
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L23584

Wooden Balancing Game Wooden Balancing Game 
Game of balance 36 rods and a wooden 
animal. Who will be able to add the 
colored wooden rods one by one without 
everything collapsing! 2 random models. 
Packaging: 18.5 x 11.5 x 5.5 cm.

L23613

Wooden 4 in a Row Wooden 4 in a Row 
The objective of this classic 4 in a row game is to be the first to connect 4 tiles 
of the same color in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line. 2 random models. 
Measurements: 23 x 17 x 3.3 cm.

+3

+3



Puzzles & GamesPuzzles & Games  

PUZZLES Y JUEGOS PUZZLES Y JUEGOS 

MIDEER es la combinación perfecta entre arte y juego. Una inspiración 
de color y un espacio de diseño aplicado a los productos, para el 
desarrollo creativo e  imaginativo de los niños.    

MIDEER is the prerfect combination between art and play. A color inspiration MIDEER is the prerfect combination between art and play. A color inspiration 
and a design space applied to products, for the creative and imaginative and a design space applied to products, for the creative and imaginative 
development of children. development of children. 
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MD0109

Secret Forest Secret Forest 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope

MD0107

Princess Garden Princess Garden 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope

MD0079

Circus Circus 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope
Kaleidoscope circus 
design. 
Packaging: Ø 4.5 x 19 cm.

+3
+3 +3

MD1043

Kids Storybook Torch Big Kids Storybook Torch Big 
Case box with projector flashlight and four popular 
children’s tales. Download the stories at www.
andreutoys.com. Requires 3 AAA-1.5V batteries 
(not included). Cinderella · The Happy Prince · 
Thumbelina · Pinocchio. Measures approx. lantern: 
14.5 x 5.5 cm. Packaging: 23 x 16.5 x 7.1 cm.

+3

Instructions
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MD1024

Kids Story Book Torch Kids Story Book Torch 
This game consists of 1 projector 
and 4 discs with 8 story images 
each, a total of 4 different stories. 
Place the disc in the projector, turn 
on the light, focus the image by 
turning the green focus ring and 
tell tales! Contains 3 LR44 batteries. 
Projector measurements: 11.8 x Ø3.5 
cm. Packaging: 22.8 x 5.7 x 5.7cm.

CT7026

Kids Storybook Torch Kids Storybook Torch 
Projector flashlight case with 12 popular 
tales and night light with stars to accompany 
ch i ld ren .  I nc ludes  3  L r44  bat te r ie s . 
Cinderella, Pinocchio, Thumbelina, The Ugly 
Duckling, Little Red Riding Hood, The Three Little 
Pigs, The Cat And The Fox, The Gingerbread 
Man, The Happy Prince, The Giant Turnip, Peter 
And The Wolf, Pebby wants to go to space. 
Download the stories at www.andreutoys.com.

MD4148

Little Red Riding Hood Little Red Riding Hood 
This game comes with two fun ways to play. 
Scratch cards and a screening of a classic tale: 
The Little Red Riding Hood. It is great for children to 
develop fine motor skills and form a good painting 
habit. Looking at the projected images and telling 
the story, children will immerse themselves in the 
fantastic world of stories and give free rein to their 
imagination.

+3

+3
+3
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MD4094

Scratch Art Card BoyScratch Art Card Boy
Use the bamboo stylus to gently 
scratch the cardboard. The 
colors will appear in front of 
you. Develop children’s vision 
and creativity, increase art 
appreciation ability. Bright colors 
are hidden under the matte 
coating. Includes 1 bamboo 
pencil and 8 illustrated drawings. 
Packaging: 21.7 x 21.7 x 1.5 cm.

+3

MD4034

Little Red Riding HoodLittle Red Riding Hood
Contains 12 pieces of Little Red 
Hood shadow puppets. A selection 
of classic stories, rich in content. 
Encourages parent-child interaction, 
helpful for developing children’s 
communication skil ls. Have fun 
projecting the shadows on the wall!

MD4036

DinousaurDinousaur
Contains 12 pieces of dinosaur 
shadow puppets. A selection of 
classic stories, rich in content. 
Encourages parent-child interaction, 
helpful for developing children’s 
communication skil ls. Have fun 
projecting the shadows on the wall!

MD4037

SpaceSpace
Contains 12 pieces of space 
shadow puppets. A selection of 
classic stories, rich in content. 
Encourages parent-child interaction, 
helpful for developing children’s 
communication skil ls. Have fun 
projecting the shadows on the wall!

+3 +3 +3

Shadow PuppetsShadow Puppets
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MD4084  Fairy Girl Fairy Girl 

Scratch Art Card   Scratch Art Card   
Use the bamboo stylus to gently scratch the 
paper, the colorful pattern will appear in 
front of you. Develop children’s vision and 
creativity, increase art appreciation ability. 
Bright colors hide under the matte coating, 
are non-toxic and safe to use. Includes 
1 bamboo pencil, 1 cardboard base, 6 
pages with illustrations and 9 pages of free 
drawing.Packaging: 21.7 x 21.7 x 1.5 cm.

+3

MD4051

Scratch Scratch 
Art Card Art Card 
Use the bamboo pencil 
to scratch and discover 
the colors. Includes 8 giant 
cards decorated with 
beautiful drawings. Develops 
creativity, concentration and 
the ability to appreciate art.
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 1.5 
cm.

+3
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MD4140

Luminous Scratch Luminous Scratch 
Art Cards Art Cards 
Use the bamboo stylus to gently 
scratch the drawings off the 
cardboard. The florescent color 
will appear before you! Develop 
children’s vision and creativity, 
increase art appreciation ability. 
Use the box as a support to 
display the drawings. Includes 
1 bamboo pencil and 12 
scratch drawings of the zodiac. 
Packaging: 21.7 x 21.7 x 1.5 cm.

+3

MD4039

Little Little 
Decorator Decorator 
GiftsGifts
Create, design and 
decorate your gifts 
with this decoration kit. 
More than 70 pieces 
or objects to pack and 
decorate. Packaging: 
29.3 x 24 x 4 cm.

+3

MD4053 

Animal Mosaic Animal Mosaic 
8 mosaics with illustrations of animals, to 
decorate with pieces of adhesive foam. 
Includes an illustrative guide to make the 
mosaics.Packaging: 25.4 x 25.4 x 4 cm.

+3
Instructions
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MD4118

Paper Mask with 3D Animals   Paper Mask with 3D Animals   
Create fabulous paper masks. Contains eight styles 
of animals, each of which was originally created 
by designers. It is crafted with beautiful matching 
colors. By gluing on ears, eyebrows, eyes, and other 
components, children can complete the entire 
mask. With half-cut lines, it is safe to use. Put on your 
mask and come to the party in the woods! Includes 
step by step guide book. Packaging: 31.3 x 22 x 1.5 
cm.

MD4081

Make & Move Fantasy Origami    Make & Move Fantasy Origami    
These handmade cardboard moving characters 
are fun to build and play with. The 8 models are 
ready to do. No need to use knives or scissors. 
Simply press the pieces together to assemble 
them. You also won’t need any glue or tape to 
assemble them. Follow the instructions in the 
guide book to create these fantastic mobile 
characters. Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1 cm.

MD4082

Origami Paper Animals   Origami Paper Animals   
This origami comes with 10 easy to cut and 
fold animals such as elephants, lions, sheep 
and many others. Each sheet is pre-printed 
with lines and animal faces, just follow the 
folds that are printed on each sheet! Origami 
Paper Animals aims to cultivate your children’s 
mental and physical intelligence, developing 
their attention skills and logical reasoning with 
basic geometric shapes, to improve hand-
eye coordination and mental concentration.
Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1 cm.

+5 +5
+5

Instructions Instructions
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MD4097

Origami Paper PlanesOrigami Paper Planes
24 planes to make on paper, 
with fun passengers. 8 airplane 
models (3 of each model) + 12 
decorative papers + 24 pilot 
stickers. You can use the back of 
the box as a runway. Includes an 
illustrated guide with instructions. 
Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1.2 cm.

MD4187

Circu’s Magic NightCircu’s Magic Night
It is an origami game suitable 
for children over four years old. 
With circus elements and unique 
design, children can create 
vivid 3D animals, improving 
their imagination and manual 
dexterity. This origami does not 
require scissors. When finished, 
they will become furnishing items 
and can give children a sense of 
accomplishment.

+5

+4

MD4126

Creative Paper Planes    Creative Paper Planes    
This is a fun game to make paper 
airplanes to spark children’s creativity and 
imagination. A total of 100 different aircraft 
can be made. Children can fold all kinds of 
different planes according to the 27-page 
instruction book or they can fold planes 
with imagination and decorate the folded 
planes with stickers. In this way, it helps to 
awaken children’s creativity and practice 
their manual ability. Plus, kids can compete 
with parents by comparing which plane 
flies the highest or farthest! Packaging: 24.5 
x 18.5 x 3 cm.

+5
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MD4041

Temporary Tatoos PiratesTemporary Tatoos Pirates
234 Temporary tattoos for nails and 
skin. Includes Pirates, Animals, Knights 
and Wizards motifs. Cut out the 
design that you like best and remove 
the transparent film. Press the tattoo 
design towards your skin. Moisten the 
top of the paper with water. Wait 25 
seconds and peel off the tattoo paper. 
Packaging: 27.4 x 11.2 x 5 cm. Pieces: 
234.

MD4042

Temporary Tatoos Temporary Tatoos 
PrincessPrincess
253 Temporary tattoos for nails and 
skin. Includes Princess, Animal, Party 
and Fairies motifs. Cut out the design 
that you like best and remove the 
transparent film. Press the tattoo 
design towards your skin. Moisten the 
top of the paper with water. Wait 25 
seconds and peel off the tattoo paper. 
Packaging: 27.4 x 11.2 x 5 cm. Pieces: 
253.

+3

+3

MD4103

Road Tape     Road Tape     
Stick the road tape on the 
ground or on a table, as you wish. 
Place the traffic signs in different 
places. Design a traffic map. 
Take out your cars and play! 
You can design many different 
tracks, traffic scenes and road 
layouts. This game will boost your 
imagination and develop creative 
thinking. Contains 2 road tapes 
and 10 sheets with traffic stickers. 
Packaging: 18 x 4.7 x 20.1 cm.

MD6176

Urban Trail - Transit Urban Trail - Transit 
Board    Board    
32 cardboard pieces in the shape 
of a puzzle, for the creation of 
circuits. 6 traffic signs included. 
Includes guide with 9 different 
circuits to assemble.

+3

+3

MD4137

Nail Stickers - Wonder PrincessNail Stickers - Wonder Princess
This kit contains 12 sheets of themed nail stickers and 
1 sheet of tattoo stickers, totaling 1000 tiny stickers. 
Parents can be sure that these stickers are safe for 
children and do not harm their skin. Easy to stick and 
peel off.

+3
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Reusable StickersReusable Stickers

Ideal for developing fine motor skills, 
hand-eye coordination, narrative 
thinking, communication skills, and 
creative expression. Packaging: 34 x 24 
x 0.5 cm.

MD1015 Natural AnimalNatural Animal
Over 200 reusable animal stickers and 4 colorful background 
scenes to play with. Forest, Jungle, Jurassic and Farm scene. 

MD1014 Fun LifeFun Life 
More than 170 reusable stickers of characters, objects and 
animals and 4 scenes with colored backgrounds to play with. 
Scene of Circus, Park, The beach and in the Snow.

+3
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MD1017 HumanitiesHumanities
More than 180 reusable stickers of characters, objects and animals 
and 4 scenes with colored backgrounds to play with. Pirate Ship 
Scene, in the Museum, Prehistoric and Medieval.

MD1016  TransportationTransportation
More than 110 reusable stickers of transport vehicles and 4 scenes with 
colored backgrounds to play with. Train Station, Highway, Port and 
Airport scene.
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MD2077

Dinosaur Floor Sticker Dinosaur Floor Sticker 
Classic game of hopscotch, with dinosaur motifs. 
Jumping, children exercise the sense of balance 
and global motor skills. Includes 10 giant stickers 
and 54 decorative stickers, all removable. Indoor 
and outdoor game. Packaging: 25.5 x 25.5 x 0.3 
cm.

MD2078

Frog Floor Sticker Frog Floor Sticker 
Classic game of hopscotch, with frog motifs. 
Jumping, children exercise the sense of balance 
and global motor skills. Includes 10 giant stickers 
and 53 decorative stickers, all removable. Indoor 
and outdoor game.Packaging: 25.5 x 25.5 x 0.3 
cm.

Jump Rope Jump Rope 
Jump rope game to develop 
the sense of balance and 
stimulate bodily function. 2.5 
m rope and beech wood 
handles. Packaging: 8 x 2.7 x 
18 cm.

+3 +3

+5+5
MD1118   Blue Blue MD1119   Red Red 

Instructions Instructions
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Fun Dart GameFun Dart Game
Three games in one. Like 
the classic game of darts 
but with velcro balls. On 
the reverse, the game of 
hitting the highest score. 
Or play catch the balls 
with the ball catcher 
gloves. Packaging: 49.5 
x 45.5 x 4.5 cm.

+4 +4
MD6065   Bear Bear MD6064   Dinosaur  Dinosaur  

MD1018

Hello World MagneticHello World Magnetic
Magnetic map of the world. 148 magnetic 
illustrations to play and learn to locate and 
locate the continents, typical animals, 
characteristic objects or the great 
monuments of the world, on the giant 
magnetic board. Includes small informative 
guide. Made with high quality cardboard. 
Puzzle measures: 67 x 42.2 cm. Packaging: 36 
x 24 x 5 cm. Pieces: 148.

+3
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Magnets Magnets 
Magnetic cardboard kit. 
Measurements: 30 x 21.5 x 4 cm.

MD1041

ActivitiesActivities
Includes 92 
magnetic 
pieces and 
20 guide card 
designs.

MD1040

TrafficTraffic
Includes 59 
magnetic 
pieces and 
8 guide card 
layouts.

MD1038

Funny FaceFunny Face
Includes 56 
magnetic pieces 
and 8 guide cards. 

MD1039

DressingDressing
Includes 50 magnetic pieces 
and 10 guide card designs.

+3
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MD4056

Blackboard Sticker DinosaurBlackboard Sticker Dinosaur

Blackboard Sticker Blackboard Sticker 
Fun flexible magnetic blackboard to stick on the wall, 
window, door or any other surface. Does not include 
chalk. Clean / erase with a damp cloth. Packaging: 50 
x 64 x 0.3 cm.

MD4058

Blackboard Sticker ElephantBlackboard Sticker Elephant

+3

MD2064

Letter Magnets      Letter Magnets      
26 magnetic cardboard animal letters. 8cm. Measures 
approx. piece: 7 x 8.5 x 0.2 cm. Packaging: 20.5 x 9.5 x 4.5 
cm.

+3

MD2102

Number Magnets Number Magnets 
Magnetic cardboard numbers, fruits and 
vegetables. Two units of each from 0 to 9 plus 
symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division, to learn basic math operations. 
measures approx. piece: 6 x 9.5 x 0.2 cm. 
Packaging: 18.5 x 9.3 x 4.5 cm.

+3

MD2108

English Spelling English Spelling 
Game  Game  
Match the letters with the 
templates. For children 
to get acquainted and 
learn English spelling. 
26 x 2 wooden letters 
plus 80 English words. 
Packaging: 22 x 17 x 5 
cm.

+3
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MD2042

Cognitive Cards - Based On The Cognitive Cards - Based On The 
CognitionCognition
16 cognitive letters in English. Develop perception, memory 
and language, learning to associate the illustrations with their 
name.Packaging: 20 x 13.5 x 3.7 cm. Pieces: 16.

+3

MD2065

My First Cognitive Card My First Cognitive Card 
Fun family interaction game. Learn 
the alphabet in English with these 26 
interactive face cards. Measurements: 
25 x 19 x 0.1 cm.

+1

MD1120

Balance Game  Balance Game  
Fun balancing game. On top of 
the natural wooden base, place 
the pieces, one on top of the other, 
depending on the color that comes 
out in each roll of the dice!. The winner 
is the one who manages to place 
all the pieces without the structure 
falling! Pieces: 8.

+3

MD1048

Let’s GuessLet’s Guess
Each player puts a headband on his head. He selects a 
card from the pile, closing his eyes, and hands it to another 
player who helps him fix the card on the headband. Now 
we can start playing the guessing game. The objective 
of the game is for each player to guess the character or 
object on the card that he has placed on his head, asking 
the other players questions. The other players will only be 
able to answer your questions with a Yes or a No. It requires 
a smart mind, to ask the right questions and be the first to 
solve the riddle. Includes 8 tiaras and 60 cards. From 2 to 8 
players. Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 5 cm. Pieces: 68.

+6
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MD4134

Magic Sand Play SetMagic Sand Play Set
A complete set of sand, which includes: 1 folding sandbox, 2 bags 
of magic sand of 1 kg each, 1 shovel, 1 trowel, 7 molds, 6 basic 
construction molds and 10 animal molds. Magic sand is made of silica 
sand. If the sand becomes dry and hard, after prolonged exposure, 
spray some water on it (do not pour it directly) and keep it sealed 
overnight, then knead it to make it soft again.

MD4165

Finger Paints ColorsFinger Paints Colors
This finger paint set, for ages 3 and up, contains 
6 vibrant colors, satisfying the desire for different 
shades. Also, it comes with tubes that are very easy 
to squeeze. Just open the cover, squeeze out some 
colors and enjoy painting with your hands and 
fingers!

MD2129

Borax Free ClayBorax Free Clay
With strictly selected borax-free materials, this clay 
is safe and odorless. It also has the advantages of 
good elasticity and plasticity, moderate hardness, 
and non-stickiness. Includes 24 colored pots, 5 
modeling tools, and a how-to guide for making 
some models.

+3 +3

+3
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MD3051

Crazy Circus PuzzleCrazy Circus Puzzle
Stack and place all the characters wherever 
you want, facing any direction, to form 
the craziest character pyramids! Develops 
fine motor skills and encourages creativity. 
Packaging: Ø24 x 5.5 cm. Pieces: 18.

+3

Floating Ball Floating Ball 
Game  Game  
Classic game of 
floating the ball. 
Blow through the 
wooden tube 
and see how long 
you can keep 
the ball afloat! 
Includes two 
polystyrene balls. 
Measurements: 4.3 
x 4.3 x 15.3 cm. +3 +3

MD1007   Red Red MD1008   Blue Blue 

MD2032

Memory Game AnimalMemory Game Animal
A fabulous cardboard memory game, for 1 or 
more players. Shuffle and place all the pieces 
face-down. The first player turns and visualizes two 
pieces and places them face down again. The 
second player performs the same exercise and 
so on. If a player locates a pair of pictures, he wins 
both pieces. The winner of the game is the player 
who gets the most pairs of pieces. 36 cards, 18 
pairs of drawings. Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 36.

+3
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MD1044

Mosaic Geometric PatternMosaic Geometric Pattern
A creative game to develop children’s imagination and 
creativity. You can also use the patterned templates to 
make mosaics, people, buildings, vehicles and much 
more. It contains 10 double-sided templates with 20 
designs, a wooden base to place the templates and 
150 pieces of different shapes and colors. Packaging: 
21.5 x 21.5 x 5 cm. Pieces: 150.

+3

MD1002

Pattern BlocksPattern Blocks
Class ic  math and manipu lat ive 
learning game. Ideal for developing 
s p a t i a l  a w a r e n e s s  a n d  c o l o r 
r e c o g n i t i o n .  E n c o u r a g e s  h a n d -
eye coord inat ion  and prob lem 
solving. Cube of 250 wooden pieces. 
Packaging: Ø17.8 x 18 cm. Pieces: 250.

+3

MD4145

Geometric Felt Puzzle  Geometric Felt Puzzle  
Create geometric figures with felt on the double-sided board or reproduce the 
drawings on the templates, with 3 levels of difficulty, to develop logical reasoning and 
imagination. Contains 120 examples, board and 157 geometric felt pieces. Packaging: 
25 x 25 x 5 cm.

+3
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MD1082

Colorful Block BuddiesColorful Block Buddies
Children will put their visual and logical skills to the test with these 
colored wooden shapes, creating their own designs or drawing the 
guide cards. The game includes 21 wooden shapes and 20 guide 
cards with 40 designs. There are 4 difficulty levels, 12 easy level 
drawings, 12 medium level drawings, 8 complex drawings and 8 
difficult level drawings. Packaging: 23.6 x 11 x 3.8 cm.

+6

MD1035

Colorful TangramColorful Tangram
The Tangram is an ancient intelligence game. This game consists of 7 
beautiful wooden pieces and 50 playing cards with 100 designs. A very 
good activity to develop children’s color and visual recognition, problem 
solving, logical thinking, imagination and creativity, as well as concentration. 
Packaging: 23.5 x 11 x 3.6 cm. Pieces: 7 + 50 cards.

+6

City Blocks    City Blocks    
City Blocks are made of natural wood and are suitable for children over 3 years 
of age. With a smooth, smooth surface, children can use the wooden blocks to 
build ships, houses, helicopters, castles, and anything else they can imagine. 
As their construction skills improve, they can try to create even more interesting 
buildings and constructions! In addition, the City Blocks can exercise children’s 
imagination and shape recognition, and improve hand-eye coordination and 
sorting ability. 100 pieces and 4 color tones. Piece measures: 11.7 x 2.35 x 0.78 
cm. Packaging: 25 x 24.5 x 4.5 cm.

+4

MD1115

Warm Color Warm Color 

MD1116

Cool Color Cool Color Instructions Instructions
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MD3057

Domino Domino 
Puzzle TrafficPuzzle Traffic
Two-sided domino game. In 
one, we will play dominoes 
match ing  the  ha lves 
of the il lustrations, until 
completing the drawing of 
the vehicles. In the other, a 
classic game of dominoes 
with drawings. From 2 to 
4 players and 24 pieces. 
Includes a game guide. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+3

MD3044

Domino Puzzle Domino Puzzle 
Zoo PalsZoo Pals
Two-sided domino game. In one, 
we will play dominoes matching 
the halves of the illustrations, 
until completing the drawing of 
the little animals. In the other, a 
classic game of dominoes with 
drawings. From 2 to 4 players and 
24 pieces. Includes a game guide. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+3

MD3023

Dream Factory Dream Factory 
PuzzlePuzzle
Incredible Mideer puzzle of 50 x 
70 cm with movement!. Assemble 
the 35-piece puzzle and pass the 
grid over the factory conveyor 
belt and see how it moves! 
Amazing and so much fun! 
Puzzle measures: 50 x 70 cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 35.

+3
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MD3030

My First Puzzle My First Puzzle 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Story1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Story
Learn numbers and counting while 
having fun with this progressive 
puzzle with 15 giant pieces. They 
represent 5 traditional tales. Learn 
the concept from small to large. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 15.

MD3035

Who Am I? PuzzleWho Am I? Puzzle
This set of six 17 x 17 cm double-sided puzzles, 
with five pieces each, depict familiar tools and 
professions. With two levels of difficulty. Packaging: 
21.4 x 21.4 x 5 cm.

MD3038

2 Sided Puzzle Noah’s Ark2 Sided Puzzle Noah’s Ark
24 piece reversible puzzle. Ride Noah’s 
a rk  o r  match  the  funny  an imal s . 
Assembled puzzle s ize: 40 x 30 cm. 
Packaging: 21.4 x 21.4 x 5 cm. Pieces: 24.

+2

+3

+3
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MD0078

My First Puzzle - AnimalMy First Puzzle - Animal
Fantastic progressive initiation puzzles to 
help little ones develop their fine motor skills. 
6 puzzles representing funny animals that 
children will easily recognize. The set includes 
2 puzzles with 3 pieces, 2 puzzles with 4 pieces, 
1 puzzle with 5 pieces, 1 puzzle with 6 pieces 
and a model of each animal as an example to 
follow. The measurements of the puzzles range 
from 18cm to 30cm. Made with high quality 
pressed cardboard. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 3, 4, 5 and 6 pieces.

MD0077

My First Puzzle - CarMy First Puzzle - Car
Fantastic progressive initiation puzzles to help 
little ones develop their fine motor skills. Made 
with high quality pressed cardboard. 6 puzzles 
representing funny vehicles that children will 
easily recognize. The set includes 2 puzzles of 3 
pieces, 2 puzzles of 4 pieces, 1 puzzle of 5 pieces, 
1 puzzle of 6 pieces and a model of each vehicle 
as an example to follow. The measurements 
of the puzzles range from 19cm to 32cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 3, 4, 5 and 6 
pieces.

+2

+2
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MD3022

Geometry & Animal PuzzleGeometry & Animal Puzzle
7 puzzles with illustrations of animals and different 
geometric shapes to fit. Children will learn about 
geometry through play. Ideal for developing visual 
sense, grasping sense, hand-eye coordination 
skills, dexterity, and expanding knowledge. 
Includes 4 puzzles of 5 pieces and 3 puzzles of 4 
pieces. They all include a cardboard animal piece 
as a guide. Puzzle measures from 20.5 to 24.5 cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 4 and 5 pieces.

+2

MD3012

Mom & Baby PuzzleMom & Baby Puzzle
Fantastic progressive initiation puzzles to help 
little ones develop their fine motor skills. 6 puzzles 
representing funny farm animals that children 
will easily recognize. The set includes 2 4-piece 
puzzles, 2 5-piece puzzles, 1 6-piece puzzle, 1 
7-piece puzzle and a model of each farm animal, 
as an example to follow. The measurements of the 
puzzles range from 16cm to 32cm. Made with high 
quality pressed cardboard. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 
cm. Pieces: 3, 4, 5 and 6 pieces.

+2

MD3069

My First Puzzle My First Puzzle 
Garden AnimalGarden Animal
6 progressive puzzles 
with illustrations of 
animals. Contains 26 
pieces and a model of 
each as an example 
to follow. Two puzzles 
of 3 pieces, one of 4, 
two of 5 and one of 6. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 
cm.

+2
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MD2116

ProfessionsProfessions

MD2122

How It’s MadeHow It’s Made

MD2124

Fun With ColorsFun With Colors

MD2145

OppositesOpposites

+18 
m

+18 
m

+18 
m

+18 
m

Matching PuzzlesMatching Puzzles
These puzzle games are specifically designed for children 18 months and older. Each puzzle comes 
with 3 themed pieces for toddlers to mix and match and learn what things look like. Matching activities 
promote the development of observation, logical thinking and a sense of order. Here we match the 
raw material with the final product in a sequence. 
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MD3016 

Beginner Seasons PuzzleBeginner Seasons Puzzle
Gift pack that includes 4 progressive puzzles 
with illustrations of the seasons of the year: 
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. 12-16-
24 and 32 pieces. Puzzle measures: 27.5 x 27.5 
cm. Packaging: 35 x 29.8 x 5.6 cm.

MD3017 

Beginner Lively Bazaar Beginner Lively Bazaar 
PuzzlePuzzle
Gift pack that includes 4 progressive puzzles 
with beautiful illustrations of a neighborhood. 
12-16-24 and 32 pieces Measurements of the 
puzzles: Pastry 20x18cm, Little House 24x21cm, 
Family House 25x28cm and Mansion 
40x24cm. Packaging: 35 x 29.8 x 5.6 cm.

+3

+3

MD3025 

Beginner Traffic PuzzleBeginner Traffic Puzzle
Gift pack that includes 4 progressive 
puzzles with i l lustrations of different 
vehicles. Packaging: 35 x 29.8 x 5.6 cm. 
Pieces: 12-16-24 and 32 pieces.

+3
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MD3163

MuseumMuseum
MD3164

AnimalsAnimals

MD3165

CityCity

MD3199

Fairy TalesFairy Tales

MD3166

Four SeasonsFour Seasons

+4

+4
+4

+4

+3

4 In 1 Puzzle Set4 In 1 Puzzle Set
This 4-puzzle set, for ages 4 and up, 
contains four beautifully illustrated 
progressive jigsaw puzzles from 
least to most pieces, 54, 70, 88, 
and 117 pieces. From easy to 
more difficult, helping to promote 
hand-eye coordination and 
observation skills.
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MD3096

Secret Puzzle ForestSecret Puzzle Forest
Rebuild the 35-piece puzzle and discover all the secrets of the forest, 
hidden in the scene, using the included special lens glasses! A fun game 
that stimulates children’s attention and curiosity. Made with high quality 
cardboard. Piece size 8-12cm. Puzzle measures: 60 x 40 cm. Packaging: 25 x 
25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 35.

MD3011

Secret Puzzle OceanSecret Puzzle Ocean
Rebuild the 35-piece puzzle and discover all the secrets of the ocean, 
hidden in the water, using the special lens glasses included! A fun game 
that stimulates children’s attention and curiosity. Made with high quality 
cardboard. Piece size 8-12cm. Puzzle measures: 60 x 40 cm. Packaging: 22 x 
22 x 5 cm. Pieces: 35.

+3

+3
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Detective Detective 

Rebuild the 42-piece puzzle and try to find all 
the elements in the frame. Use the wooden 
magnifying glass that you will find in the box! 
An original puzzle that stimulates attention 
and curiosity. Made with high qual ity 
cardboard. Puzzle measures: 70 x 52 cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 42.

+3

MD3007 In SpaceIn Space

MD3008 In RoomIn Room 
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MD3020

My Time My Time 
Travel PuzzleTravel Puzzle
Giant puzzle of 50 cm in diameter, with a fun clock and beautiful illustrations. Learn about time, 
hours, minutes and also count the animals and match the pieces according to the numbers on 
the clock, with this amazing puzzle with 25 large pieces. Puzzle measures: Ø50 cm. Packaging: 
25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 25.

+3

Giant progressive puzzles. Includes panoramic scene. 
Assembled puzzle size 100 cm x 22 cm. Measurements: 38 x 16 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 28.

+3

MD3043 My Traffic PuzzleMy Traffic Puzzle

MD3033 My Jungle PuzzleMy Jungle Puzzle

MD3034 My Ocean PuzzleMy Ocean Puzzle
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MD3156

Magical CastleMagical Castle
Puzzle with 144 irregularly shaped pieces, ideal 
for children aged 4 and over. Playing with this 
brightly colored puzzle will help improve patience. 
It features irregular shapes and medieval-themed 
illustrations. The box includes an illustration guide 
and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle glue.

MD3157

Pirates At SeaPirates At Sea
Puzzle with 142 irregularly shaped pieces, ideal for 
children aged 4 and over. Playing with this brightly 
colored puzzle will help improve patience. It fea-
tures an irregular shape and pirate ship-themed 
illustrations. The box includes a guide with the com-
plete illustration of the puzzle and a 30 ml bottle of 
puzzle glue.

MD3170

Space RocketSpace Rocket
Puzzle with 230 irregularly shaped pieces, ideal 
for children aged 6 and over. Playing with this 
brightly colored puzzle will help improve children’s 
patience. It features irregular shapes and space-
themed illustrations. The box includes a guide with 
the complete illustration of the puzzle and a 30 ml 
bottle of glue.

+4 +4

+6
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MD3204

Children Of The WorldChildren Of The World
84 pieces

MD3180

The Tree Of LiveThe Tree Of Live
84 pieces

MD3177

Holiday In ParisHoliday In Paris
150 pieces

MD3193

The Mole And His NeighborsThe Mole And His Neighbors
108 pieces

+3 +3

+4+3
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MD3026

Puzzle Puzzle 
Dinosaur AgeDinosaur Age
Puzzle of 104 pcs, which 
represents the era of the 
dinosaurs. Puzzle measures: 
39.5 x 70 cm. Includes an 
illustrated guide to the 
scene. Presented in a 
briefcase. Packaging: 21.5 
x 21.5 x 8 cm. Pieces: 104.

MD3078

Puzzle GaragePuzzle Garage
104 pieces with illustrations of 
funny animals repairing vehicles.!! 
A very animal mega-workshop!! 
Includes guide. Assembled 
puzzle measures: 70 x 40 cm. 
Packaging: 21.7 x 21.7 x 8 cm. 
Pieces: 104.

MD3027

Our World Floor Our World Floor 
PuzzlePuzzle
World map puzzle of 100 pieces. 
Assembled puzzle size 87cm 
x 46cm. Includes a guide. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 8 cm. 
Pieces: 100.

MD3028

Sleeping Beauty Sleeping Beauty 
PuzzlePuzzle
Puzzle of tales and princesses 
of 104 pieces. Puzzle size 
assembled 70cm x 40cm. 
Includes a guide. Packaging: 
21.5 x 21.5 x 8 cm. Pieces: 104.

+3

+3
+3

+4
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MD3098

Tales Parade Puzzle   Tales Parade Puzzle   
Puzzle of 104 pieces with 
illustrations of stories. Puzzle 
size assembled 70cm x 40cm. 
Measurement of the piece: 
7 x 5 cm. Includes a guide. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 8 cm.

+3

MD3110

Wonderful Ocean Wonderful Ocean 
Puzzle  Puzzle  
Puzzle of 104 pieces with an 
illustration of marine animals. 
Assembled puzzle size of 70cm 
x 40cm. Measure of the piece 
7x5cm. Includes a guide. 
Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 8 cm.

+3

MD3099

Animals Around The World Animals Around The World 
Puzzle    Puzzle    
Circular puzzle of 150 pieces. Animals are in every 
corner of the world. In cold Antarctica, there are 
penguins, whales and other animals that can 
resist the cold and live happily in the snow and 
ice. Antelopes and zebras like to run across the 
grassland. Tigers, brown bears, and pythons live in 
the rainforest. In the ocean, dolphins, seahorses, 
and turtles swim freely. In this puzzle, children can 
learn more about the behavior of animals and the 
different types that inhabit this world. Puzzle size 
assembled Ø52.8 cm. Packaging: Ø22 x 12.2 cm.

+5
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MD3075

A Day in the A Day in the 
Forest PuzzleForest Puzzle
Nice 150 piece puzzle with 
illustrations of a day and a 
night in the forest. Includes 
a guide. 52 cm in diameter. 
Packaging: Ø22 x 12.2 cm. 
Pieces: 150.

MD3082

Wandering Wandering 
Through The Through The 
Space PuzzleSpace Puzzle
Nice 150 piece puzzle 
with illustrations of the 
solar system. Includes a 
guide. 52 cm in diameter. 
Packaging: Ø22 x 12.2 cm. 
Pieces: 150.

+5

+5
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Creative Puzzle Creative Puzzle 
100 piece creative jigsaw puzzle with 
beautiful illustration by Alison Jay. Measures 
of the assembled puzzle 28 x 37.5 cm. 
Measurements of the pieces from 4 to 6.5 
cm. Includes a drawing postcard-guide. 
Packaging: 14.5 x 4 x 22 cm.

+4

+4

MD3121 A Bee in a BonnetA Bee in a Bonnet

MD3122 Acorn SquirrelsAcorn Squirrels
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+4

+4

MD3123 Cloud BerriesCloud Berries

MD3124 Peach ParadisePeach Paradise
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MD3083

Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle Dinosaur World  Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle Dinosaur World  
280 piece puzzle in the shape of a dinosaur. Nice illustration of a jungle 
with dinosaurs. Measures of the assembled puzzle 65 x 48 cm. Piece size 
2.5 x 3.6 cm. Includes a guide.Packaging: 31 x 23 x 5 cm.

MD3084

Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle  Elephant Dream  Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle  Elephant Dream  
Puzzle of 280 pieces in the shape of an elephant. Nice illustration of a jungle 
with animals in the dark of night. Measures of the assembled puzzle 56 x 40 cm. 
Piece size 3 x 4 cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 31 x 23 x 5 cm.

+5 +5
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MD3178

Metropolis Metropolis 
352 pieces

MD3132

My Dream  My Dream  
300 pieces

MD3203

Bazar And Dragon Knight Bazar And Dragon Knight 
364 pieces

+6

+6

+6
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MD3125

Forest Carnival  Forest Carnival  
528 piece puzzle with a fun illustration of animals 
at a gala dinner! Measures of the assembled 
puzzle 76.2 x 33.8 cm. Piece measures 2.3 x 3.4 
cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 21 x 16.5 x 9 
cm.

MD3126

Captain Bear’s Costume Party  Captain Bear’s Costume Party  
500 piece puzzle with a fun illustration of animals 
and children at a costume party! Measures of the 
assembled puzzle 56.4 x 39.2 cm. Piece measures 
2.2 x 3.4 cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 21 x 16.5 
x 9 cm.

+6

+6
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MD3194

Under The OceanUnder The Ocean
Recommended for ages 7 and up, this 500-piece 
puzzle features rich, bright colors. Ideal to improve 
patience. His playful and informative illustrations 
offer an engaging way to spark the imagination 
and promote aesthetic appreciation. The box 
includes a guide with the complete illustration of 
the puzzle, a metallic pin of one of the characters 
and a 30 ml bottle of glue.

MD3179

Japanese Monsters  Japanese Monsters  
Recommended for ages 8 and up, this 1,000-piece 
puzzle features rich, bright colors. Ideal to improve 
patience. His playful and informative illustrations 
offer an engaging way to spark the imagination 
and promote aesthetic appreciation. The box 
includes a guide with the complete illustration of 
the puzzle, a metallic pin of one of the characters 
and a 30 ml bottle of glue.

+7

+8
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MD0130

Soap Land   Soap Land   
This science toy can make children love to wash their hands. Children 
can make soaps using different pigments and various molds related 
to marine life. In addition, they can add a few drops of essences, to 
make aromatic soaps. Share the soap after completing it! Includes 4 
different molds, soap base, 3 essences, plastic measuring cup and 
cords. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 6 cm.

+6

MD6039

Insect BoxInsect Box
An awesome and fun way to educate your kids 
on how these creatures are important to our 
environment and why we shouldn’t hurt them. This 
is a new and exciting way for children to become 
active explorers in nature, in their backyard, the 
park or the beach. Includes bug box, magnifying 
glass, tweezers, and bug stickers. Measurements: 
16.2 x 9.5 x 12.5 cm. Packaging: 18.5 x 11.5 x 16.5 
cm.

+6

MK0219

Display Rack Foam BoardDisplay Rack Foam Board
Consult conditions. 
Measurements: 168 x 80 cm. 
Packaging: 178 x 90.5 x 7.5 cm.

Instructions



Strong & Long Lasting Vehicles & ToysStrong & Long Lasting Vehicles & ToysStrong & Long Lasting Vehicles & ToysStrong & Long Lasting Vehicles & Toys

JUGUETES Y VEHICULOS RESISTENTES E INDESTRUCTIBLESJUGUETES Y VEHICULOS RESISTENTES E INDESTRUCTIBLESJUGUETES Y VEHICULOS RESISTENTES E INDESTRUCTIBLESJUGUETES Y VEHICULOS RESISTENTES E INDESTRUCTIBLES

Desde hace más de 40 años fabrican juguetes de calidad, bien diseñados 
y completamente seguros. De esta filosofía nace la denominación de 
las 5 S de Vikingtoys.

For more than 40 years Vikingtoys have been manufacturing quality, well-For more than 40 years Vikingtoys have been manufacturing quality, well-
designed and completely safe toys.  Under this philosophy has emerged designed and completely safe toys.  Under this philosophy has emerged 
what we call Viking ’s 5 ’S.what we call Viking ’s 5 ’S.

SoftSoft SimpleSimple SafeSafe SilentSilent StrongStrong
SUAVE SIMPLE SEGURO SILENCIOSO SUPERFUERTE

Dishwasher safe.
Apto para el lavavajillas.
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21026

Petit Chubbies Fun Color Petit Chubbies Fun Color 
(3 mod.)  - Display  (3 mod.)  - Display  
3 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 32.6 x 25.6 x 21 cm. Pieces: 20.

21135

Mini Chubbies Mini Chubbies 
Construction Construction 
(5 mod.) - Display(5 mod.) - Display
5 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 33 x 13 x 26 cm. 
Pieces: 36.

+1

+1

Mini Chubbies - 7 CM.Min i Chubbies - 7 CM.

281119

Gift Box Gift Box 
Mini ChubbiesMini Chubbies
7 Piece 7 Piece     
Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 13 x 19 x 5.5 cm. 
Pieces: 7.

+1
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241112

Set Mini Chubbies Set Mini Chubbies 
(5 mod.) - Bucket   (5 mod.) - Bucket   
5 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 20 cm. 
Pieces: 30.

+1

241490

Bucket Set Mini Bucket Set Mini 
Chubbies Hard Tyre (10 mod.)  Chubbies Hard Tyre (10 mod.)  
hard wheel Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 20 cm. Pieces: 30.

+1

242110

Cardboard Bucket Cardboard Bucket 
Set    Set    
Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 19 x 11.5 x 13 cm. 
Pieces: 10.

+1
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25502

Viking City GarageViking City Garage
+ 3 Figures + 3 Vehicles+ 3 Figures + 3 Vehicles
+ Road Set + Road Set     
Vikingtoys multifunction garage that includes 
2 vehicles + 1 helicopter + tracks to make a 
circuit + 3 characters. Three-story elevator 
with bell sound, mechanical workshop with 
ramp lift, car wash, gas station with sounds and 
helipad on the roof. Measurements: 39 x 42 x 30 
cm. Packaging: 42.5 x 39.5 x 30 cm.

25556

Viking City Small Viking City Small 
Garage Garage 
+ 3 Vehicles+ 3 Vehicles
+ Road Set   + Road Set   
Two-story garage with 
ramp l ift and sound, 
helipad and refueling 
area. Includes 2 vehicles 
+ 1 helicopter + tracks. 
Measurements: 19 x 42 x 39 
cm. Packaging: 42 x 39 x 19 
cm.

+1

+1



90 cm.

180 cm.

140 cm.
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245512

15 Tracks 15 Tracks 
+ 2 Vehicles + 3 Signs   + 2 Vehicles + 3 Signs   
Product compatible with references: 
25502, 25556, 245512, 245514 and 
245573. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 19 x 13 x 11 cm. Pieces: 21.

+1

25205

Airport Playmat   Airport Playmat   
Fantastic Airport Playmat ideal 
to play with the Chubbies and/
or Mini-Chubbies. Hand wash 
only. Measurements: 90 x 70 cm. 
Packaging: Ø 8 x 70 cm.

25206

Farm Playmat   Farm Playmat   

25208

Race Track Race Track 
Playmat   Playmat   

25207

Harbour Playmat   Harbour Playmat   

+1

+1

+1

+1
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241145

Bucket Set Chubbies (5 mod.)  Bucket Set Chubbies (5 mod.)  
5 models. Measurements: 10 cm. Packaging: 20 x 
20 x 20 cm. Pieces: 15.

21182

Chubbies Bikes II Chubbies Bikes II 
(4 mod.) - Display  (4 mod.) - Display  
4 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 33 x 25.5 x 12.5 cm. Pieces: 24.

+1

+1

Chubbies - 10 CM.Chubbies - 10 CM.
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21143

Chubbies Construction Chubbies Construction 
(4 mod.) - Display(4 mod.) - Display
4 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 33 x 13 x 26 cm. Pieces: 16.

241052

Bucket Set S.P. (6 mod.)  Bucket Set S.P. (6 mod.)  
6 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 20 cm. Pieces: 15.

241148

Bucket Set Chubbies Bucket Set Chubbies 
Planes (3 mod.) Planes (3 mod.) 
3 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 20 x 20 cm. Pieces: 15.

+1

+1

+1



241067

Flexi Set (5 mod.) - BulkFlexi Set (5 mod.) - Bulk
5 models. Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 34.7 x 28.2 x 27 cm. Pieces: 18.

21092

Tug Boat - 28 Piece - DisplayTug Boat - 28 Piece - Display
Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 33 x 13 x 26 cm. Pieces: 28.

21064

Maxi Trucks in Pastel  Maxi Trucks in Pastel  
(5 mod.) - Display(5 mod.) - Display
5 models. Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 38 x 30.5 x 17.4 cm. 
Pieces: 16.

+1

+1

+1

Maxi - 14 CM.Maxi - 14 CM.
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21370

Cute Racer (3 mod.) - DisplayCute Racer (3 mod.) - Display
3 assorted models. Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 38 x 31 x 14 cm. Pieces: 16.

+1

281330

Pull Turtle Pull Turtle 
Measurements: 20 cm. 
Packaging: 20 x 14 x 16 cm.

+1
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231232

Midi Construction Midi Construction 
Tractor Tractor 
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1 21236

Midi School BusMidi School Bus
+ 1 Driver + 2 Figures + 1 Driver + 2 Figures 
Measurements: 21 cm.

21230

Tipper Truck JuniorTipper Truck Junior
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1

+1

231230

Midi Construction Tipper TruckMidi Construction Tipper Truck
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1



JuMbo - 28 CM.JuMbo - 28 CM.
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21212

Digger TruckDigger Truck  
Measurements: 28 cm.

21215

Tractor Digger Tractor Digger 
Measurements: 28 cm.

21211

Fire Truck Fire Truck 
Measurements: 28 cm.

21210

Tipper Truck Tipper Truck 
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1 +1

+1 +1



28 cm. 28 cm. Mighty - 28 CM.Mighty - 28 CM.
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21850

Mighty Tipper TruckMighty Tipper Truck  
Measurements: 28 cm.

21851

Mighty Fire Truck Mighty Fire Truck 
Measurements: 28 cm.

21852 

Mighty Digger Truck Mighty Digger Truck 
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1 +1 +1
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21272

Ambulance Helicopter + 2 Figures + 1 StretcherAmbulance Helicopter + 2 Figures + 1 Stretcher  
Includes 2 characters + 1 stretcher. Measurements: 30 cm.

2701270

Plane + 2 FiguresPlane + 2 Figures
Measurements: 30 cm.

21270

Plane + 2 FiguresPlane + 2 Figures
Measurements: 30 cm.

+1

+1 +1
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21101

Frog GameFrog Game
Fun game of jumping 
frogs. Contains 16 
little frogs for 4 players. 
The object of the 
game is to make 
the frogs jump and 
place them inside the 
pot! Measurements: 
4 cm. Packaging: 
14.5 x 14.5 x 10 cm. 
Pieces: 16.

+3



Contenido: 
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261010

Display Stand 3 BowlsDisplay Stand 3 Bowls
Transparent display pack with 3 floors. 1.45m high, 45cm in diameter. Includes 170 
pieces. Exhibitor cost included in the price. 
Measurements: 145 x Ø45 cm. Packaging: 59 x 59 x 61 cm. Pieces: 170.

1129 Mini chubbies - 90 pieces.Mini chubbies - 90 pieces.

1149 Chubbies cars & planes - 60 pieces.Chubbies cars & planes - 60 pieces.

1061 Maxi Trucks / 5 mod. - 20 pieces.Maxi Trucks / 5 mod. - 20 pieces.
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261101

Display Viking ToysDisplay Viking Toys
Consult conditions. 
Measurements: 200 x Ø55 cm. 
Packaging: 60 x 60 x 70 cm.



Sustainable toys made of sugarcaneSustainable toys made of sugarcane

JUGUETES SOSTENIBLES HECHOS DE CAÑA DE AZÚCARJUGUETES SOSTENIBLES HECHOS DE CAÑA DE AZÚCAR

Desde hace más de 40 años fabrican juguetes de calidad, bien diseñados 
y completamente seguros. De esta filosofía nace la denominación de 
las 6 S de Vikingtoys.

For more than 40 years Vikingtoys have been manufacturing quality, well-For more than 40 years Vikingtoys have been manufacturing quality, well-
designed and completely safe toys.  Under this philosophy has emerged designed and completely safe toys.  Under this philosophy has emerged 
what we call Viking ’s 6 ’S.what we call Viking ’s 6 ’S.

SoftSoft SimpleSimple SafeSafe SilentSilent StrongStrong SustainableSustainable
SUAVE SIMPLE SEGURO SILENCIOSO SUPERFUERTE SOSTENIBLE

La gama de productos ECOLINE 
de VIKINGTOYS están fabricados 
con un 90% de biobase de caña 
de azúcar. Son 100% reciclables 
y 100% reutilizables.  Una opción 
perfecta para un juego infantil 
sostenible.

The ECOLINE product range The ECOLINE product range 
are manufactured with a 90% are manufactured with a 90% 
of sugarcane biobased material. of sugarcane biobased material. 
They are 100% recyclable and They are 100% recyclable and 
100% reusable.  A perfect option 100% reusable.  A perfect option 
for a sustainable children’s game.for a sustainable children’s game.

Sustainable toys made of sugarcaneSustainable toys made of sugarcane

JUGUETES SOSTENIBLES HECHOS DE CAÑA DE AZÚCARJUGUETES SOSTENIBLES HECHOS DE CAÑA DE AZÚCAR
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20-82030

Ecoline Sand Ecoline Sand 
Smiling Faces Smiling Faces 
Measurements:  6 cm. 

20-2001

Ecoline Sand Bucket Ecoline Sand Bucket 
1.5 liter capacity. 
Measurements: 15.8 x 16.8 x 11 cm.

20-82041

Ecoline Sand Ecoline Sand 
Bucket Set Bucket Set 
Packaging: 29,5 x 22,5 x 16 cm.

+1

+1

+1

Flex ibleFlex ible
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20-82035

Ecoline Sand Ecoline Sand 
Vehicle Forms Vehicle Forms 
Measurements:12 cm.

20-2005

Ecoline Sand Watering Ecoline Sand Watering 
Can Can 
Measurements: 23 x 16,8 x 15,7 cm.

20-82045

Ecoline Sand Water Ecoline Sand Water 
Can Set Can Set 
Packaging:  29,5 x 22,5 x 16 cm. 

+1

+1

+1
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20-82050

Ecoline Sand Mill Ecoline Sand Mill 
Sieve & Bucket  Sieve & Bucket  
Measurements: 20 x 16,5 x 35 cm.

20-2025

Ecoline Sand Water Mill Ecoline Sand Water Mill 
& Sieve  & Sieve  
Measurements: 20 x 16,5 x 25,5 cm.

+1+1

20-81404SP

Earth Color Dinning Set Earth Color Dinning Set 
- 4 people  - 4 people  
Service for 4 children with 24 pieces 
in total. 18 cm diameter flat plates. 
Packaging: 32.2 x 16 x 19.5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+1
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20-1129

Ecoline Mini Chubbies (17 mod.) - Display Ecoline Mini Chubbies (17 mod.) - Display   
Display of 36 mini ECO-chubbies. 17 models. 
Measurements: 7 cm. Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 cm. Pieces: 36.

20-1129SP

Earth Colors Mini Chubbies (17 mod.) - Display Earth Colors Mini Chubbies (17 mod.) - Display   
Display of 36 mini ECO-chubbies. 17 models. 
Measurements: 7 cm. Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 cm. Pieces: 36.

+1

+1



7 cm.

7 cm.
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20-41111

Ecoline Mini Chubbies Ecoline Mini Chubbies 
(10 mod.)- Bucket(10 mod.)- Bucket    
Cube of ECO-Vehicles, planes and 
boats. 10 models. Measurements: 
7 cm. Packaging: 22 x 23 x 18 cm. 
Pieces: 30.

+1

20-41111SP

Earth Colors Mini Earth Colors Mini 
Chubbies Chubbies 
(10 mod.) - Bucket (10 mod.) - Bucket   
Cube of ECO-Vehicles, planes and 
boats. 10 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 22 x 23 x 18 cm. Pieces: 30.

+1



10 cm.

10 cm.

10 cm.
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20-1149SP

Earth Colors Earth Colors 
Chubbies MixChubbies Mix
(13 mod.) - (13 mod.) - 
Display  Display  
Display of 30 ECO-
chubbies. 13 models. 
Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 
cm. Pieces: 30.

+1

20-1149

Ecoline Chubbies  Mix Ecoline Chubbies  Mix 
(13 mod.) - Display(13 mod.) - Display
Display of 30 ECO-chubbies. 13 models. 
Measurements: 10 cm. Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 cm. 
Pieces: 30.

+1



14 cm.
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20-41140

Ecoline ChubbiesEcoline Chubbies
(10 mod.) - Bucket(10 mod.) - Bucket
Cube of ECO-Vehicles, Planes and Boats 
Chubbies. 10 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 22 x 23 x 18 cm. Pieces: 15.

+1

20-41140SP

Earth Colors ChubbiesEarth Colors Chubbies
(10 mod.) - Bucket (10 mod.) - Bucket   
Cube of ECO-Vehicles, Planes and Boats 
Chubbies. 10 models. Measurements: 10 cm. 
Packaging: 22 x 23 x 18 cm. Pieces: 15.

+1



14 cm.

14 cm.
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20-1061

Ecoline Maxi Trucks Ecoline Maxi Trucks 
(5 mod.) - Display(5 mod.) - Display
Display of 16 ECO-maxi vehicles. 
5 models. Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 cm. 
Pieces: 16.

+1

20-1061SP

Earth Colors Maxi Trucks Earth Colors Maxi Trucks 
(5 mod.) - Display  (5 mod.) - Display  
Display of 16 ECO-maxi vehicles. 
5 models. Measurements: 14 cm. 
Packaging: 38 x 30 x 14 cm. 
Pieces: 16.

+1
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20-1230

Ecoline Midi Tipper TrackEcoline Midi Tipper Track
21 cm. Ecological and recyclable product. 
Made with renewable resources, 90% sugarcane 
biobase. A perfect option for a sustainable 
children’s game.

20-1236

Eco School Bus. 1 Driver Eco School Bus. 1 Driver 
& 2 Pupil& 2 Pupil
School bus with 3 characters. 1 driver 
and 2 children.21 cm. Ecological 
and recyclable product. Made with 
renewable resources, 90% of sugar cane 
biobased material. A perfect option for 
a sustainable children’s gam

20-1232

Ecoline Midi TractorEcoline Midi Tractor
21 cm. Ecological and recyclable 
product. Made with renewable 
resources, 90% sugarcane biobase. 
A perfect option for a sustainable 
children’s game.      

+1

+1

+1



28 cm.
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20-1250SP

Earth Colors Earth Colors 
Jumbo Tipper Jumbo Tipper 
Truck  Truck  
ECO-Tipper. 
Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 28 x 16 x 16 cm.

20-1255SP

Earth Colors Jumbo Earth Colors Jumbo 
Tractor Digger  Tractor Digger  
ECO-Tractor. Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 28 x 16 x 16 cm.

20-1252SP

Earth Colors Jumbo Earth Colors Jumbo 
Digger Truck Digger Truck 
ECO-Excavator. 
M e a s u r e m e n t s :  2 8  c m . 
Packaging: 28 x 16 x 16 cm.

20-1251SP

Earth Colors Earth Colors 
Jumbo Fire Truck Jumbo Fire Truck 
ECO-Fire Truck. 
Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 28 x 16 x 16 cm.

+1

+1

+1

+1



28 cm.
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20-81251

Ecoline Jumbo Ecoline Jumbo 
Fire Truck - BoxFire Truck - Box
ECO-Fire truck. 
Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 30.8 x 16 x 16.4 cm.

20-81250

Ecoline Jumbo Tipper Ecoline Jumbo Tipper 
Truck - BoxTruck - Box
ECO-Tipper. Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 30.8 x 16 x 16.4 cm.

20-81252

Ecoline Jumbo Ecoline Jumbo 
Digger Truck - BoxDigger Truck - Box
ECO-Excavator. 
Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 35.2 x 17 x 16.4 cm.

20-81255

Ecoline Jumbo Tractor Ecoline Jumbo Tractor 
Digger - BoxDigger - Box
ECO-Tractor. Measurements: 28 cm. 
Packaging: 35.2 x 17 x 16.4 cm.

+1

+1

+1

+1



VIKINGTOYS colabora con 
ONETREEPLANTED.org, una 
organización si ánimo de lucro 
dedicada a la reforestación global 
del planeta. 

Por cada camión Jumbo de la 
gama ECOLINE vendido, Vikingtoys 
donará para la plantación de un 
árbol. 
Súmate a la campaña, 

¡¡ Cada JUMBO planta 1 árbol !!

VIKINGTOYS collaborates with VIKINGTOYS collaborates with 
ONETREEPLANTED.org, a non-profit ONETREEPLANTED.org, a non-profit 
organization focused on global planet organization focused on global planet 
reforestation. reforestation. 

For each Jumbo truck sold of the For each Jumbo truck sold of the 
ECOLINE range, Vikingtoys will donate ECOLINE range, Vikingtoys will donate 
a tree. a tree. 

Join the campaign, Join the campaign, 

Every JUMBO plants 1 tree !!Every JUMBO plants 1 tree !!



Made with Made with 
Sugar CaneSugar Cane

Vehicles Made with Sugar CaneVehicles Made with Sugar Cane

VEHICULOS ELABORADOS CON CAÑA DE AZUCARVEHICULOS ELABORADOS CON CAÑA DE AZUCAR

FLEXI TOYS BIO made with sugar cane.FLEXI TOYS BIO made with sugar cane.
These products combines timeless design of durable non-toxic toys These products combines timeless design of durable non-toxic toys 
with a oil-free plant-based Biothylene, made with sugar cane instead with a oil-free plant-based Biothylene, made with sugar cane instead 

of polymer.of polymer.

Los juguetes FLEXI TOYS BIO están elaborados con caña de 
azúcar.

Estos productos combinan un diseño atemporal. Son juguetes 
duraderos, no tóxicos, fabricados con Bioetileno a base de 
plantas, en lugar de ser fabricados con aceite proveniente de 

fuentes fósiles.



Vehicles Made with Sugar CaneVehicles Made with Sugar Cane

VEHICULOS ELABORADOS CON CAÑA DE AZUCARVEHICULOS ELABORADOS CON CAÑA DE AZUCAR

La caña de azúcar crece y 
actúa como filtro de aire.

Los juguetes son 
totalmente reciclables 
junto con el plástico 
convencional.

Se recolecta la caña de 
azúcar y se convierte en 
Etanol.

El Etanol sustituye al aceite de fuentes 
fósiles en la producción de plásticos y 
se elabora el Bioetileno.

El Bioetileno 
está elaborado para 
producir juguetes seguros.

Sugar cane grows and Sugar cane grows and 
act as air cleaner.act as air cleaner.

The toys are fully The toys are fully 
recyclable together recyclable together 
with conventional with conventional 
plastic.plastic.

Sugar cane is harvested Sugar cane is harvested 
and turned into Ethanol.and turned into Ethanol.

The Ethanol replace oil in the plastic The Ethanol replace oil in the plastic 
production and Biothylene is made.production and Biothylene is made.

Biothylene is made to produce Biothylene is made to produce 
safe toys.safe toys.

Dishwasher safe.
Apto para el lavavajillas.
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REDUCIR

Al producir juguetes hechos 
de Bioetileno (el denominado 
polietileno verde), reducimos 
nuestra huella ambiental 
al aumentar la cantidad de 
recursos renovables y al 
utilizar una materia prima 
libre de fósiles y que absorbe 
CO2 de la atmósfera, de 
forma natural, durante su 

proceso de fotosíntesis.

REUTILIZAR

Estos juguetes están hechos 
para durar. Dado que el nuevo 
material de Bioetileno es tan 
duradero como el plástico 
convencional, los juguetes 
resistirán generaciones de 

juegos.

RECICLAR

El Bioetileno es 100% 
reciclable junto con el 
plástico convencional. Por 
consiguiente, si alguien, 
contra todo pronóstico 
quisiera retirar uno de los 
juguetes, simplemente 
puede tirarlo a un 
contenedor de reciclaje junto 
al plástico convencional, 
para que éste sea reciclado 
y eventualmente se vuelva a 

convertir en otra cosa.

REDUCEREDUCE

By producing toys made By producing toys made 
from Biothylene (green from Biothylene (green 
Polyethylene), we reduce Polyethylene), we reduce 
our environmental footprint our environmental footprint 
by increasing the number of by increasing the number of 
renewable resources as well as renewable resources as well as 
using a raw material that is fossil using a raw material that is fossil 
free and which absorbs CO2 free and which absorbs CO2 
from the atmosphere during from the atmosphere during 
its natural photosynthesis its natural photosynthesis 

process.process.

REUSEREUSE

These toys are made to last. These toys are made to last. 
Since the new Biothylene Since the new Biothylene 
material is just as durable as material is just as durable as 
conventional plastic, the toys conventional plastic, the toys 
will withstand generations of will withstand generations of 

play.play.

RECYCLERECYCLE

The Biothylene is 100% The Biothylene is 100% 
recyclable together with recyclable together with 
conventional plastic. So if conventional plastic. So if 
someone against all odds, someone against all odds, 
would like to retire one of the would like to retire one of the 
toys, they can just throw it into toys, they can just throw it into 
a recycling bin for plastic to be a recycling bin for plastic to be 
recycled and eventually remade recycled and eventually remade 

into something else.into something else.

SoftSoft

SUAVE

SimpleSimple SafeSafe StrongStrong SustainableSustainable

SIMPLE SEGURO SUPERFUERTE SOSTENIBLE

188
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20-9040

S Cars & Tractors (5 mod.) - DisplayS Cars & Tractors (5 mod.) - Display  
Vehicles and excavators made with sugar cane. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable product. 5 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 33.5 x 26 x 12 cm. Pieces: 40.

+1

20-9093

S Cars (4 mod.) - DisplayS Cars (4 mod.) - Display
Made with sugar cane. Eco-friendly, sustainable and recyclable 
product. 4 Models. Measurements: 7 cm. Packaging: 33.5 x 26 x 12 
cm. Pieces: 60.

+1
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20-49040

Hearts Tractors & Trailer - BucketHearts Tractors & Trailer - Bucket  
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 2% wood chips from the rubber tree. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable product. Measurements: 10 cm. Pieces: 20.

20-49093

Hearts S Cars -  Bucket Hearts S Cars -  Bucket   
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 2% wood chips from the rubber tree. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable product. Measurements: 7 cm. Pieces: 25.

+1

+1



Made with Made with 
Sugar CaneSugar Cane
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20-9020

M Trucks & Tractors (2 mod.) - DisplayM Trucks & Tractors (2 mod.) - Display  
Trucks and excavators made with sugar cane. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable product. Measurements: 14-17 cm. 
Packaging: 37.5 x 31 x 17 cm. Pieces: 16.

+1
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20-9018-1

Hearts L PlaneHearts L Plane  
This toy is made with 98% sugar 
cane and 2% wood chips from 
the rubber tree. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 15 x 
15.5 x 8.5 cm.

20-9018-2

Hearts L CopterHearts L Copter  
This toy is made with 98% sugar 
cane and 2% wood chips from 
the rubber tree. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 14 x 11 
x 9 cm.

+1

+1
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20-9005A

Hearts L Jeep TruckHearts L Jeep Truck  
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from the rubber tree. Eco-
friendly, sustainable and recyclable product. 
Measurements: 11 x 15 x 13 cm.

20-9011A

Hearts L Fire TruckHearts L Fire Truck  
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from the rubber tree. Eco-friendly, sustainable 
and recyclable product. Measurements: 11 x 17 x 13 
cm.

+1 +1
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20-9010A

Hearts L Tipper TruckHearts L Tipper Truck  
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from the rubber tree. Eco-
friendly, sustainable and recyclable product. 
Measurements: 11 x 17 x 13 cm.

20-89014A

Hearts Tipper & Hearts Tipper & 
Digger in Garage Digger in Garage 
- Box- Box  
This toy is made with 98% 
sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from the rubber tree. 
Eco-friendly, sustainable 
and recyclable product. 
Packaging: 13.5 x 29 x 16 
cm.

20-9013A

Hearts L TractorHearts L Tractor  
This toy is made with 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from the rubber tree. Eco-
friendly, sustainable and recyclable product. 
Measurements: 11 x 20 x 12.5 cm.

+1

+1

+1
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20-9005

L Jeep TruckL Jeep Truck  
Jeep 4x4 made with sugar cane. 
Eco-friendly, sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 11 x 15 x 13 cm.

20-9010

L Tipper TruckL Tipper Truck  
Dump truck made with sugar cane. 
Eco-friendly, sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 11 x 17 x 13 cm.

+1 +1
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20-9011

L Fire TruckL Fire Truck  
Fire truck made with sugar cane. 
Eco-friendly, sustainable and 
recyclable product. Measurements: 
11 x 17 x 13 cm.

20-9013

L TractorL Tractor  
Excavator tractor made with sugar 
cane. 
Eco-friendly, sustainable 
and recyclable product. 
Measurements: 11 x 20 x 12.5 cm.

+1

+1
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20-89110A

Hearts XL Tipper Hearts XL Tipper 
Truck - BoxTruck - Box  
Dump truck made with sugar 
cane. Eco-friendly, sustainable 
and recyclable product. 
Measurements: 22 cm. 
Packaging: 26.5 x 13.5 x 15 cm.

20-89112A

Hearts XL Hearts XL 
Excavator - BoxExcavator - Box  
Excavator truck made with 
sugar cane. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 22 
cm. Packaging: 26.2 x 13.5 x 
15 cm.

20-89111A

Hearts XL Fire Hearts XL Fire 
Truck - BoxTruck - Box  
Fire truck made with 
sugar cane. Eco-friendly, 
sustainable and recyclable 
product. Measurements: 22 
cm. Packaging: 26.5 x 13.5 x 
15 cm.

+1 +1

+1
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20-89112

XL Excavator - XL Excavator - 
BoxBox  
Excavator truck made 
with sugar cane. Eco-
friendly, sustainable and 
recyclable product. 
Measurements: 22 cm. 
Packaging: 26.2 x 13.5 x 
15 cm.

20-89111

XL Fire Truck - XL Fire Truck - 
BoxBox  
Fire truck made with 
sugar  cane.  Eco-
friendly, sustainable and 
recyclable product. 
Measurements: 22 cm. 
Packaging: 26.5 x 13.5 x 
15 cm.

+1

+1
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DANTOY es uno de los mayores fabricantes de juguetes de plástico y 
bio-plásticos en Escandinavia. 

Desarolla productos englobados en las siguientes categorías:
juguetes de playa – de exterior – vehículos – surtidos escolares 
– juguetes de imitación – juguetes eco-sostenibles - juguetes 
reciclados.

DANTOY is one of the largest manufacturers of plastic and bio-plastic toys DANTOY is one of the largest manufacturers of plastic and bio-plastic toys 
in Scandinavia. in Scandinavia. 

Develop products included in the following categories: Develop products included in the following categories: 
beach toys - outdoor - vehicles - school assortments - imitation beach toys - outdoor - vehicles - school assortments - imitation 
toys - eco-sustainable toys - recycling toys.toys - eco-sustainable toys - recycling toys.

Todos los productos son aptos para el lavavajillas. 
(Excepto los que llevan adhesivos).

All products are dishwasher safe. (Except those with stickers).

Dantoy presenta la nueva línea GREEN BEAN fabricada con plástico 
reciclado 100% y con el etiquetado NORDIC SWAN. 

Dantoy introduces the new line – Dantoy introduces the new line – GREEN BEANGREEN BEAN – comprising some of our  – comprising some of our 
renowned products made exclusively of our own recycled and Nordic Swan renowned products made exclusively of our own recycled and Nordic Swan 
Ecolabelled plastic.Ecolabelled plastic.

JUGUETES DE IMITACION, MENAJE Y PLAYAJUGUETES DE IMITACION, MENAJE Y PLAYA

Sand, Water & Roleplay ToysSand, Water & Roleplay Toys



Dantoy presenta la nueva línea GREEN BEAN 
fabricada con plástico reciclado 100% y con el 
etiquetado NORDIC SWAN. Esta linea comprende 
algunos de nuestros productos de renombre 
fabricados exclusivamente con nuestro propio 
plástico reciclado y de etiquetado Nordic Swan.

Como siempre, en Dantoy pretendemos ser los 
primeros en avanzar y ser líderes en nuestro 
sector, esta vez centrados en el objetivo de 
cumplir con los 12 Objetivos de Desarrollo 
Sostenible de las Naciones Unidas, es decir, 
“Consumo y producción responsables”. Al hacerlo, 
dantoy ayuda a reducir las emisiones de carbono 
y los volúmenes de desechos del mundo, difundir 
una comprensión de un estilo de vida sostenible 
y proteger los recursos del mundo, a medida 
que continuamos estimulando la creatividad, el 
desarrollo motor y el aprendizaje social de los 
niños.

Cada vez que fabricamos algo, generamos un 
exceso de plástico, que pretendemos usar para 
crear productos únicos con la misma durabilidad 
y calidad que todos nuestros otros productos de 
renombre. 
La única diferencia serán las combinaciones de 
colores, que variarán de un producto a otro. En 
nuestra opinión, esto beneficia a los consumidores 
del futuro. La razón por la que podemos optimizar 
el uso de los recursos de esta manera se debe 
al diseño de nuestros productos. Pueden estar 
hechos de diferentes materiales, pero son fáciles 
de desmontar, lo que nos permite reciclarlos 
por completo sin tener que descartar nada en el 
proceso. Vemos esto como una oportunidad única 
que nosotros, uno de los principales fabricantes de 
juguetes de Dinamarca, deberíamos aprovechar.

Hemos recibido bastantes consultas sobre 
si podemos fabricar productos con materias 
primas recicladas, como los plásticos oceánicos. 
Desafortunadamente, no podemos hacer esto en 
nuestro proceso actual, ya que hemos optado 
por ser Nordic Swan Ecolabelled, y no debemos 
comprometernos con este nuevo concepto. 

Nuestro Ecoetiquetado Nordic Swan ayuda 
a garantizar que conocemos los orígenes del 
producto del inicio hasta el final del proceso 
productivo, lo que garantiza que el producto no 
haya adquirido ningún otro ingrediente durante su 
proceso de elaboración. Esto nos impide comprar 
plástico reciclado de fuentes externas, lo que 
nos permite usar solo los recursos que creamos 
nosotros mismos. Todavía pensamos que esto es 
primordial después de todo, ya que fabricamos 
productos para nuestros preciosos niños que 
son particularmente vulnerables a las sustancias 
indeseables en los primeros años de sus vidas.

In 2020, Dantoy introduces the new line – In 2020, Dantoy introduces the new line – 
GREEN BEANGREEN BEAN – comprising some of our  – comprising some of our 
renowned products made exclusively of our renowned products made exclusively of our 
own recycled and Nordic Swan Ecolabelled own recycled and Nordic Swan Ecolabelled 
plastic. As always, we at dantoy intend to plastic. As always, we at dantoy intend to 
be first movers and leaders in our sector be first movers and leaders in our sector 
– this time focused on goal – this time focused on goal 12 of UN’s 12 of UN’s 
Sustainable Development GoalsSustainable Development Goals, , 
“Responsible consumption and production”. “Responsible consumption and production”. 
In so doing, dantoy helps reduce the world’s In so doing, dantoy helps reduce the world’s 
carbon emissions and volumes of waste, carbon emissions and volumes of waste, 
spread an understanding of a sustainable spread an understanding of a sustainable 
lifestyle and protect the world’s resources – as lifestyle and protect the world’s resources – as 
we continue to stimulate children’s creativity, we continue to stimulate children’s creativity, 
motor development and social learning.motor development and social learning.

Whenever we manufacture something, we Whenever we manufacture something, we 
generate excess plastic, which we intend to generate excess plastic, which we intend to 
use to create unique products with the same use to create unique products with the same 
durability and quality as all our other renowned durability and quality as all our other renowned 
products. products. 

The only difference will be the colour The only difference will be the colour 
combinations, which will vary from one combinations, which will vary from one 
product to another. In our view, this benefits product to another. In our view, this benefits 
the consumers of the future. The reason we the consumers of the future. The reason we 
can optimise the use of resources in this way can optimise the use of resources in this way 
is due to the design of our products. They may is due to the design of our products. They may 
be made of different materials, but are easy to be made of different materials, but are easy to 
take apart, which enables us to recycle them take apart, which enables us to recycle them 
completely without having to discard anything completely without having to discard anything 
in the process. We see this as a unique in the process. We see this as a unique 
opportunity that we, one of Denmark’s leading opportunity that we, one of Denmark’s leading 
toy manufacturers, ought to exploit.toy manufacturers, ought to exploit.

We have received quite a few enquiries about We have received quite a few enquiries about 
whether we can make products of recycled whether we can make products of recycled 
raw materials, such as ocean plastics. raw materials, such as ocean plastics. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to do this in our Unfortunately, we are unable to do this in our 
present process, as we have chosen to be present process, as we have chosen to be 
Nordic Swan Ecolabelled, and we must not Nordic Swan Ecolabelled, and we must not 
compromise on this new concept.compromise on this new concept.

  

Our Our Nordic Swan Ecolabelling Nordic Swan Ecolabelling helps helps 
ensure that we know the product’s origins ensure that we know the product’s origins 
from cradle-to-grave, thus ensuring that the from cradle-to-grave, thus ensuring that the 
product has not acquired any other ingredients product has not acquired any other ingredients 
on its product journey. This prevents us from on its product journey. This prevents us from 
buying recycled plastic from external sources, buying recycled plastic from external sources, 
allowing us to only use the resources allowing us to only use the resources 
we create ourselves. We stil l think this is we create ourselves. We stil l think this is 
paramount after all, as we make products paramount after all, as we make products 
for our precious children who are particularly for our precious children who are particularly 
vulnerable to undesirable substances in the vulnerable to undesirable substances in the 
first years of their l ives.first years of their l ives.

NORDIC SWANNORDIC SWAN
201
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012662

ATV All Terrain ATV All Terrain 
Vehicle - RecyclingVehicle - Recycling
Able to support 50 kg of weight. 
Made with 100% recycled plastic. 
Seat height 29 cm. Colors may 
vary. Measurements: 30 x 63 x 40 
cm.

+2

012660

Truck Big 70 cm. - RecyclingTruck Big 70 cm. - Recycling
70 cm dump truck. Made from 100% 
recycled plast ic.  Colors  may vary. 
Measurements: 69 x 26.5 x 27.5 cm.

+2
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012606

Pot/ Sieve/ Pan - RecyclingPot/ Sieve/ Pan - Recycling
Set consisting of a pot, frying pan, saucepan 
and two kitchen utensils, made from 
100% recycled plastic. Colors may vary. 
Packaging: 29 x 17 x 10 cm. Pieces: 7.

012681

Dinner Set (4 People) - RecyclingDinner Set (4 People) - Recycling
Tableware set for 4 people. Made with 100% recycled 
plastic. Colors may vary. Packaging: 16 x 13 x 18.5 cm. 
Pieces: 22.

012680

Coffee Set (4 People) - RecyclingCoffee Set (4 People) - Recycling
Coffee set for 4 people. Made with 100% recycled 
plastic. Colors may vary. Packaging: 16.5 x 16 x 14 cm. 
Pieces: 17.

+2

+2

+2



100% Recycled Plastic 100% Recycled Plastic 

Unique colors. Unique colors. 

Colors may vary.Colors may vary.
204

012630

Watering Can Round - RecyclingWatering Can Round - Recycling    
100% recycled plastic watering can. 1.5 liter 
capacity. Colors may vary. 
Measurements: 11.5 x 27.5 x 21 cm.

012625

Bucket Set - RecyclingBucket Set - Recycling    
5-piece bucket set for beach and 
sandbox. 100% recycled plastic. 
Colors may vary. Measurements: 15 x 
19 x 15 cm.

012635

Bucket - RecyclingBucket - Recycling    
Resistant bucket with anatomical handle, made from 
100% recycled plastic. 2.5 liter capacity. Colors may 
vary. Measurements: 22.5 x 21.5 x 16 cm.

012651

Shovel 50 cm. / Rake 42 Shovel 50 cm. / Rake 42 
cm. - Recyclingcm. - Recycling  
Shovel and rake set made from 100% recycled 
plastic. Colors may vary. 
Measurements: 50 - 42 cm.

+2 +2 +2

m
10
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014382

Tea Set (4 People) Tea Set (4 People)     
Packaging: 12 x 18,5 x 19 cm.
Pieces: 17.

014380

Coffee Set (4 People)  Coffee Set (4 People)    
Packaging: 16 x 16 x 14 cm.
Pieces: 17.

+2

+2

014206

Pot / Sieve / Pan Pot / Sieve / Pan         
Packaging: 17,5 x 29,5 x 10 cm.
Pieces: 7.

+2

014381

Dinner Set (4 People) Dinner Set (4 People)     
Packaging: 16 x 13 x 18,5 cm.
Pieces: 22.

+2
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014230

Cutlery Set (4 People)Cutlery Set (4 People)        
Packaging: 11,5 x 18,5 x 2,5 cm.
Pieces: 17.

+2

014223

Kitchen Play TimeKitchen Play Time
(4 People) (4 People)     
Packaging: 37 x 27 x 10 cm.
Pieces: 42.

+2
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014230

Cutlery Set (4 People)Cutlery Set (4 People)        
Packaging: 11,5 x 18,5 x 2,5 cm.
Pieces: 17.

016951

Coffee /Tea Set (12 People) Coffee /Tea Set (12 People)         
Packaging: 29,5 x 31 x 15 cm. Pieces: 53.

+2

016940

Breakfast /Dinner Set Breakfast /Dinner Set 
(6 People)(6 People)          
Packaging: 23 x 38 x 9 cm.
Pieces: 78.

+3

016952

Dinner Set Dinner Set 
(12 People)  (12 People)        
Packaging: 29 x 38 x 9 cm. 
Pieces: 82.

+2



012235

Lorry 45 cm.Lorry 45 cm.        
Measurements: 20 x 45 x 23 cm.

012217

Fire Engine 22 cm.Fire Engine 22 cm.        
Measurements: 9 x 22,5 x 11 cm. 

012225

Truck 28 cm.Truck 28 cm.
Measurements: 13 x 28 x 14,5 cm.

+2

+2 +2
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016721

Rocker CrocodileRocker Crocodile        
Seat height: 23 cm. 
Supported weight: 3 x 50 Kg. 
Measurements: 40 x 101 x 38 cm.

m
18

013321

Motorcycle with Rubber Motorcycle with Rubber 
WheelsWheels      
Supports 50 kg of weight. Very resistant and 
non-slip rubber wheels. Seat height: 26 cm. 
Measurements: 39 x 58 x 37 cm.

+2

+2

014721

Wheelbarrow 2 Wheels Wheelbarrow 2 Wheels     
Two-wheeled wheelbarrow, very resistant. It can 
support 50 kg of weight. Silent wheels for comfort. 
Measurements: 33.5 x 68 x 36.5 cm.



011816

WheelbarrowWheelbarrow
Great wheelbarrow with 
supports for shovel and rake. 
Measurements: 26.5 x 66 x 25 cm.

011820

Garden WheelbarrowGarden Wheelbarrow
Wheelbarrow with bucket, shovel and rake. 
Measurements: 26.5 x 66 x 25 cm.

011821

Wheelbarrow 2 WheelsWheelbarrow 2 Wheels
It can support 50 kg of weight. 
Measurements: 33.5 x 68 x 36.5 cm.

+2

+2

+2
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011750

Watering CanWatering Can
1 liter capacity. 
Measurements: 10.5 x 15 x 17 cm.

011630

Sand / Water WheelSand / Water Wheel
Measurements: 15,5 x 17,5 x 30 cm.

011730

Watering Can RoundWatering Can Round
1.5 liter capacity. 
Measurements: 11.5 x 27.5 x 21 cm.

+2

+2

+2
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011560

SieveSieve
Sieve adaptable to buckets 
011320 and 012635. 
Measurements: 18 x 24 x 4 cm.

+2

011315

Semi Transparent BucketSemi Transparent Bucket
Semi- t ransparent  cube.  A l lows 
t h e v  i s u a l i z a t i o n  o f  o b j e c t s 
and l iquids. 1.2 l i ter capacity. 
Measurements: 17 x 18.5 x 13.5 cm.

011320

Bucket BigBucket Big
2.5 liter capacity. 
Measurements: 20.5 x 17 x 19 cm.

+2

+2
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011120

Sand Shovel  Sand Shovel  
Measurements:   8,5 x 24 x 4 cm.

011165

Rake Small Rake Small   
Measurements:  9 x 21 x 4 cm.

011131

Scoop Scoop   
Measurements:  8 x 24 x 8 cm.

011142

Shovel and RakeShovel and Rake    
Measurements:   9 x 25 x 6 cm.

+2

+2 +2

+2



+3

016113

Pushbutton PhonePushbutton Phone        
Measurements:   18 x 19 x 8 cm.

214

011153

Shovel Small Shovel Small   
Measurements:  9,5 x 40 x 3,5 cm.

011170

Rake 42 cm.  Rake 42 cm.  
Measurements:  12,5 x 42 x 4 cm.

+2

+2
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011245

Sand Moulds Sand Moulds   
Bag of 32 molds. 4 models at 8 of each. From 10 
to 12 cm. Presented in a school packaging bag. 
Measurements: 10 - 12 cm. Pieces: 32.

015417

Play Cups Play Cups     
Colored stackable cubes, presented in a network. 
Measurements: 10 x 10 x 51 cm. Pieces: 9.

+1

+2



OUTLETOUTLET

1

Measurements: 30 cm. 
Hand PuppetsHand Puppets

+3

+3

16388

16111

Solar System PuzzleSolar System Puzzle
Nestable solar system. Learn the order of the planets in our 
solar system based on the sun, their names, the different sizes 
and their main characteristics. Includes an educational guide. 
Measurements: 30 x 22.5 x 2 cm. Pieces: 11.

+3

011150

Shovel 50 cm.  
Measurements: 13,5 x 50 x 3,5 cm.

011154

Classic Shovel 
Extra Strong 
Measurements: 13,5 x 50 x 3,5 cm.

+2

+2

Instructions

Little Devil

MD4057

Blackboard 
Sticker 
Whale
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176202-4

Li’l Ones - BlueLi’l Ones - Blue  
Measurements: 24 cm.

0
m

176202-2

Cherub Baby - BlueCherub Baby - Blue  
Measurements: 32 cm.

0
m

176600-4

Tracey Lu Tracey Lu 
Measurements: 26 cm.

0
m

177400

JosaphineJosaphine  
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m
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176202-4

Li’l Ones - BlueLi’l Ones - Blue  
Measurements: 24 cm.

177301

Heather Heather 
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m

176206-1

Farm Girl Farm Girl 
Measurements: 35 cm.

0
m
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176005-2

Julia Julia 
Measurements: 42 cm.

176005-3

MileyMiley 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m
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176204-1

LilacLilac
Measurements: 37 cm.

0
m

176502-2

HoneyHoney
Measurements: 39 cm.

0
m

176209-3

Rosemary Rosemary 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m
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176211-3

TaylorTaylor  
Measurements: 42 cm.

176211-1

Ella Ella 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m

176001-1

Blu Belle Blu Belle 
Measurements: 42 cm.

176001-6

WhitneyWhitney  
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m



7

175165C

CeciliaCecilia
Measurements: 42 cm.

175165M

MallahMallah 
Measurements: 42 cm.

0
m

0
m

177453

KelseyKelsey  
Measurements: 50 cm.

0
m
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Liquid Kaleidoscope   Liquid Kaleidoscope   
Exquisite illustration for this transparent kaleidoscope, with a glowing wand, which improves children’s visual and 
attention span through play. Try twisting or pulling up and down on the glowing wand, and you’ll see amazing 
color combinations and shapes! Measurements: Ø 2.5 x 15 cm. Packaging: 5 x 4 x 18 cm.

+3

MD0103

Beauty and the Beauty and the 
Beast Beast 

MD0085

Rotating CircusRotating Circus
Two wooden spinning tops to decorate, 
with the included decorative cardboard 
or create your own drawings on the 
blank decorative cardboard. Includes 8 
decorated cards and 4 to customize. To 
play the top wrestling game, spin the 2 tops 
in the yellow area of the lid, included on the 
front of the box. The first top to fall loses the 
game! Packaging: 19.5 x 19.5 x 5.5 cm.

+3 OFOF

82590

Ciencia del HuevoCiencia del Huevo
Eggs have an excellent shape because they are naturally designed 
to keep their contents safe.  They have a strong curved shape that 
helps them withstand heavy forces.  They are very compact too.  
Eggs also have an air sac which is there to give oxygen to the baby 
chicken as it develops.  The air sac is usually at the egg’s base, or 
“fat end”.  This is why eggs when placed in salt water have their 
narrower ends pointing down because the air sac keeps the base 
end pointing up.                        

+8
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+5

8T090

Actividades DeportivasActividades Deportivas
This interactive kit contains a didactic book, a drawing sheet and 
a paper craft to learn about various sports. Contents: Didactic 
book, 12 paper soccer players, colored pencils, drawing sheet, 
2 soccer goals, guide for parents, marker and sheet frame. 
Packaging: 27.5 x 21 x 3 cm.

16000A

Jewelry Beads Jewelry Beads 
- Butterfl ies- Butterfl ies
Create and assemble your 
jewelery with colored beads and 
butterflies. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 
4.5 cm. Pieces: 189.

+6

16329

Chef’s Apron Set
Kitchen chef set. Includes apron, hat and gloves. Length: 55 cm.               

+3

MD4014

Origami Life ElementOrigami Life Element
Origami develops children’s hands-on ability. With Origami, 
symmetry, patience, a sense of space are practiced and it also 
helps children to think in three dimensions. Includes 60 fold-out 
sheets and an instruction booklet. Packaging: 21.5 x 21.5 x 1.2 
cm. Pieces: 60.

+4
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+3     

4ITB36AB 

My First IotoboMy First Iotobo
School workshop for 5 children. Includes large iOTOBO 
colored foam magnets. With only 3 different shapes, the 
child can create the most amazing designs on her own and 
also a large number of figurative models. For children from 
3 years old. Also recommended for seniors. Very creative. 
Contents: 5 magnetic cardboard sheets, colored on both 
sides, size: 190 x 290 mm. 10 scale models. 1 magnetic board, 
dimensions: 180 x 290 mm. 112 large foam magnets, size: 58 
mm., 4 colours: yellow - red - green - blue. Packaging: 32 x 24 
x 4 cm. Pieces: 128.

Jugadores
1-5

4MLLIP 

Lilly In ParisLil ly In Paris
Content: 1 metal box with inserts. 64 colored magnets. 8 
scene sheets (size: 210 x 170 mm) printed in color on both 
sides (8 scenes from Paris and 8 more scenes from Paris 
with Lilly, scale models). 8 cards (size: 105 x 85 mm) printed 
in color on both sides (16 Lilly models). Easy to assemble 
pieces. Lots of different combinations to dress Lilly in 
her own fashion and accessories. Pieces can overlap. 
Packaging: 27 x 27 x 6 cm. Pieces: 81.

+4     

NW4004

The Traff ic World - 
My First Puzzle
Contains 5 high quality pressboard 
progressive puzzles. 1 puzzle of 3 pieces, 
2 puzzles of 4 pieces, 1 puzzle of 5 pieces 
and 1 puzzle of 6 pieces, which represent 
different transport vehicles. It also includes 
5 cardboard pieces, as a guide to make 
the puzzles.

NW4038

The Silver World
Giant piece puzzle, inspired by an Antarctic scene. Wonderfully 
illustrated, with countless characters and objects to discover. 
50x72cm.

+3

+3
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WW-4568

Little Stove & Oven
A compact portable kitchen set with lots of pretend 
play activities. It has 2 ceramic hobs, as well as an oven 
with 3 temperature controls and a timer. Casseroles 
and cookies are also included in the set. Improves 
imagination and the ability to interact with other players. 
Measurements: 22 x 17 x 23.5 cm.

+3

WW-1196

Peek a Boo Ball 
Display 12 pcs.
An exciting toy for interactive play 
between parents and baby. Rolling 
constantly changes shape, the baby 
is stimulated to follow it with his eyes, 
also to crawl, improve motor skills and 
muscle tone and to understand object 
permanence. The friendly faces that 
appear make the baby smile. Non-
toxic colors, safe and resistant to saliva. 
Display of 12 units. Measurements: 6 x 6 
x 6 cm.

m
3

WW-5004

Safari Table
Table specially designed for children, to learn 
and play. With colorful Safari theme. The 
tabletop comes in a smooth rounded look, 
with plenty of space for kids’ activity. Non-toxic 
water-based colors are used, making this piece 
of furniture particularly suitable for children. 
Measurements: 59 x 59 x 44 cm.

+3
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WW-2514

Wonder Glow 
Blocks
Innovative glow-in-the-dark wooden 
blocks. Play with normal light to 
see a pattern. 30 blocks with 11 
different shapes that allow children 
to use their imagination to no end. 
Measurements: 20 x 24 x 2 cm.

+2

WW-1077

First Sound 
Blocks
This set contains 14 
blocks with different 
shapes and colors to 
play constructions and 
to learn geometric 
shapes and that must be 
fitted into their wooden 
box. The colored blocks 
contain small  bal ls 
inside, which produce 
d i f f e r e n t  s o u n d s . 
Measurements: 22.5 x 
17.5 x 6 cm. Pieces: 15.

WW-2505

50 Pieces Blocks
50 pieces to build everything the child 

can imagine! A game of a lifetime where 
children learn about shapes and sizes by  

building. 
Measurements: 5 x 23 x 18 cm.

+2

+2
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WW - 3014

Neo Xylophone
An adaptat ion of  the class ic Thai 
musical instrument. The unique design 
of this Neo Xylophone offers pleasant 
s o u n d s  o r g a n i z e d  i n  c o n s e c u t i v e 
melodies that are perceived by children. 
Measurements: 22 x 33 x 9 cm.

+2

16702

Circle Puzzle With Knobs
5 pieces in a round shape and with a large pivot for better 
handling. Helps children understand the sequence and 
associate according to geometric shape, size, and color. The 
base includes the corresponding color.

16104

Puzzle Safari
7-piece lace with jungle animal motifs. 1cm. thick and wooden 
pivots.         

+1

TK15138

Pull Along - Baby 
Hedgehog
Drag hedgehog with colored bal ls. 
Measurements: 18 x 11 x 6 cm.

m
18

m
18
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017030

Garden Picnic Set     
Packaging: 38 x 29 x 9 cm. 
Pieces: 46.

+2

16348

Parking
Kitchen chef set. Includes apron, hat and 
gloves. Length: 55 cm.

+3

OFOF

S2BR02

Round RattleRound Rattle
Las bolas pequeñas se pueden ver a través de 
los agujeros a medida que avanzan alrededor 
del sonajero.  Contraste de colores brillantes tal y 
como les gusta a los bebés. Pasa fácilmente de 
mano en mano. Medidas: 10,5 x 11,5 x 10 cm.

m
3
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15
50 cm.

21972

Ride On - 
Cat 
Measurements: 50 cm. 
Packaging: 49 x 25 x 32 cm.

+1

Ride On - 50 cm.Ride On - 50 cm.

OFOF



70 cm.
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245514

24 Tracks 
+ 4 Vehicles + 4 
Signs   
Product compatible with references: 
25502, 25556, 245512, 245514, and 245573. 
Measurements: 7 cm. Packaging: 19.5 x 19 x 11.5 
cm. Pieces: 32.

+1

25202

Playmat + 2 Vehicles   
2 vehicles and a fantastic folding circuit that becomes a practical bag to store your vehicles. Hand 
wash only. Measurements: 90 x 70 cm. Packaging: 44 x 25 x 4 cm.

+1
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201110

Mini Chubbies (5 mod.) 
- Bulk
School assortment. 5 models. Measurements: 7 cm. 
Packaging: 46.3 x 31.7 x 32.3 cm. Pieces: 250.

+1

2701230

Midi Tipper Truck
Measurements: 21 cm.2701231

Midi Fire Truck
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1

+1
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2701251

Fire Truck 
+ 2 Figures
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1

2701255

Tractor Digger 
+ 1 Figure
Measurements: 28 cm.

+1

2701232

Midi Tractor 
Measurements: 21 cm.

+1
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Producto Natural Producto Natural 

Hecho con Caña de AzúcarHecho con Caña de Azúcar

90 % 90 % de BIOBASEde BIOBASE

100% 100% Reciclable Reciclable 

100%100%  SostenibleSostenible

015604

BIO Dinner Set (4 
People)
BIO kitchen set 4 services. 
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 22.

016954

BIO School Set (8 
People)
BIO school set. 8 services. Packaging: 29 x 
38 x 9 cm. Pieces: 79.

015641

BIO Coffee  Set (4 
People)
BIO coffee set 4 services. Packaging: 34.5 x 
19 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 17.

015602

BIO Baking Set
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. 
Pieces: 11.

+2

+2

+2

+2 OFOF

OFOF
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016030

BIO Play Cups
7 stackable cubes made of sugar cane. 
Measurements: 34.5 x 9 x 11.5 cm. Pieces: 
7.

016025

BIO Bucket Set
Set of bucket, shovel, rake, sieve and mold 
made of sugar cane. 
Measurements: 19 x 17 x 17.5 cm. Pieces: 5.

m
6

m
10
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015630

BIO Tractor w/grab
BIO tractor with excavator blade. 
Measurements: 30 x 21.5 x 16.5 cm.

+2

+2

015610

BIO Bucket Set 
BIO set of sand and water. Bucket, 
shovel, rake and watering can. 
Packaging: 34.5 x 19 x 17.5 cm. 
Pieces: 4.

+2

015620

BIO Truck 29 cm.
BIO dump truck. 
Measurements: 29.5 x 15 x 17 cm.



015627

BIO Construction Vehicles 
2 BIO vehículos.90% de biobase, 100% reciclable y 100% 
sostenible. De 14 a 20 cm.

+2

OUTLET
22



100 % RECYCLED 

C. Voravia, 8 · P.A.E. Avellanet
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